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Enzie asks deans
for programs
for possible cuts
By Joe Castle
Editor
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meeting.
Pace, who
made a formal an nouncememofthe
increase
at
Tuesday'sstudem
senate meeting,
said he didn't inform anyone of the
increase any sooner because he wasn't
aware of Walker's influence on the

All the signs are beginning to point
to a substantial increase in tuition for
state university students in order to
offset missing costs and limited stale
funding, warned Eastern's student
body president at Tuesday's
meeting.
Don Pace. Eastern's student
ciation president and secretary of the
"I didn't say anything because I
Board of Student Body Presidents. didn't know he would be on the board
said Ken Walker, director for finan- that's going to vote on the increase,"
cial affairs for the Council on Higher Pace said.
Education, warned the board of an
increase in tuition at their Sept. 19
SEE TUITION PAGE AB
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Tuition hike
n
expected
ByDeVoneHolt

Staff report
Cold rain and mud are becoming
a common addition to BeuThett Pi
fraternity'sannual flag football tournaments.
This year, the 22nd tournament
held at Eastern, was no exception,
but the weather didn't interfere with
the excitement of the tournament.
Twenty-four teams in all participated in the games, which were
held Saturday and Sunday at the
Intramural fields.
"With a record-high participation, we were able to donate $725 to
the American Cancer Society ."Beta
president Martin Cobb said. The
American Cancer Society is the
fraternity's national philanthropy.
Kappa Delta took first in the sorority division for the third year in a
row after losing only one game to
Alpha Omicron Pi in the double
elimination tournament. Alpha
Omicron Pi look second place and
Delta Zeta placed third.
Phi Delta Theta took first in the
men's division, with Sigma Pi second and Sigma Alpha Epsilon third.
All men's teams, both Greek and
independent, play in the same tournament while the women's division
must be divided into Greek and nonGreek due to a Panhellenic rule.
This tournament, although it left
moat amateur athletes who narticipated a little sore, was far more
comfortable than last year's touma-
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Progr«**/JIM QUIGGINS
Kappa Delta's Dana Thomas strugglee to gam yardage ki the Beta Football tournament

cnarriptortahsp game. Torrt Henry and Brandi CTaery ch3<» m from belthxl ae Stacey Raley
geta a grip on Tbomaa' flag from the ground. Shawn Farrla, right, guards forThomaa.

Vice president for Academic Affairs aad Research Russell Enzie has
asked the dean of each college to consider programs that could be cut and
turn those recommendations in to him
by tomorrow.
Enzie said he asked for the lists
from the deans because of "budget
cuts we're taking and the changes we're
anticipating" in the state's higher education structure.
"I've asked the deans to look at

programs that could be suspended,''
Enzie said. "So wecould transfer those
funds into other areas. "
The changes Enzie is anticipating
could come from Gov.Brereton Jones'
Higher Education Review Committee
(HERC). which has suggested university officialsconsider which programs
could be cut if necessary.
Enzie said the initial suggestions
will be based on criteria he set forth as
well as on the deans'own knowledge
of their colleges.
SEE PROGRAMS PAGE A6

Funderburks call Blanton House home
By Susan Gayle Reed
Contributing writer
To parson by, the rambling old
house at 507 Lancaster Ave.isafamiliar sight, albeit a mysterious one. But
to university president and Mrs. H.
Hanly Funderburk, it's home.
The Blanton House, s 12-room
mansion built in 1886, was named for
L.H. Blanton, who was chancellor of
what was then Central University. The
home was purchased by the university
Board of Regents in 1912 and has been
home to Eastern presidents ever since.
Funderburk and Ms wife. Helen,
took up residence in the home in 1985
when he came to Eastern from Auburn
University.
It's different, but we enjoy it,"
Funderburk said. "At first I thought I
might not like it because there's a lot
ofhustie and bustle, both with cars and
pedestrians, but it's been a very pleas
ant experience. We have more privacy
than one might think.''
Though the house is roomy, (he
Funderburks said they enjoy it more

Prograss/JIM QUIGGINS
First lady Funderburk plays hostess to Progress staffers.

"
It's a comfortable house...
and only a few students come
by looking for classes.
ff
—Helen Funderburk
than their bigger home at Auburn,
which felt less livable.
"It's a comfortable house. There's
no humongous rooms to make you
feel lost," Mrs. Funderburk said. "And
only a few students come by looking
for classes."
She said living in the middle of the
dairy commotion of a university campus is not too bad, usually, because the
home is often closed to sound, either
with the heat or the air conditioning
on. The brick patio, however, is only
semi-private.
"Everybody in the top floor of the
administration building can see you,
but I don't sunbathe too much anyway," she said with a laugh.

Only one incident in the past several years caught the Funderburks of f
guard and invaded their peace and
quiet, she said. In 1989, a group of
students from Commonwealth Hall
gathered outside on the Funderburks'
front lawn to protest the dysfunctional
elevators.
"It was about 11 or 12 at night. I
heard the doorbell ring and we had
already gone to bed,''Mrs. Funderburk
said. "I looked outside and saw all
these people in the front yard and I
said, 'Hanly, something's going on.'
They just wanted to tell him that
the elevators didn't work," she said.
"He told them they could have told
him that today or tomorrow, but not at

Perry transferred from LaGrange Run-down weight room
By Tim Blum
Graphics aditor
Last October former university accountant Douglas W. Perry was arrested for embezzlement.
After serving three months and
two days ofafrve-yearsensence. Perry
returned to Madison County to compile the remainder of his sentence in
the community service program.
Perry was sentenced Feb. 18 to
five years in the state prison in
LaGrange by Circuit Judge William
T^f^steiilBeilaga^l^toer^

*«^<^lTOj0rjOcwafive-year
Pcrwd from the EKU Foundation.
AccordingtoMadison County Jailer
Ron Devero's office. Perry apphed to
beacomrnunity service worker in Madix* County through the stale. After his
•"*P»»ncc.Peny returned to the Matfa-

County Detention Center
May 20 and began the program.
"Most of the
people on theft
and any kind of
non-violent crime
usually get to apply," Devere said.
Community
Perry
service workers, if
accepted into the program, work in the
communities they applied for eight hours
a day and return to local jails at night
Perry is one of 26 state prisoners
currently being housed in Madison
County facilities. The county received
a total of $289,855 from the state last
fiscal year for the county's community service program and for housing
an average of 300 state prisoners.
SOB

The primary accounts in the EKU
Fomrlanon Perry lookanouey horn weic
the Margm of Excellence Fund and the
Miscellaneous Scholarship Fund.
University internal aaaaori are
now required to make annual audits
each year of several randomly chosen
accounts out of the Foundation, which
contains ixarly 300 separate accounu
External Auditors Rankin aad
Rankin were replaced by Eskew and
Oreaaam.maudJuBt fiim with offices
m Lexington and Louisville, in a Board
of Regents meeting earlier this year.
The foundation had a total of
$10,929,000 inks accounts at the end
of the last fiscal year, about 1 million
more dollars than the previous year,
according Earl Baldwai, vice president for business affairs.
Perry will be eligible for parole
Feb. 18,1994.

-

cause for student petition
By Brett Dunlap
Assistant news editor
Problems with air circulation,
leaking water and poor equipment
have caused students to petition the
university to renovate the Begley
weight room.
Skot Howie, vice president of
student senate, said the senate received spetition signed by 1 lOpeopie
citing the problems they had with the
room.
Howie will meet with the director
of intramurals to discuss possible
solutions.
"Once we generate interest on
the student's behalf, the administra-

tion has to respond to get something done," Howie said.
Harry Allen, 21, who works out
in the room said equipment was
rusty, malting the room look dingy.
Allen said water leaks into the
room in one comer, and humidity is
a problem, because air is not circulating through the room. He feels
the room is a health hazard.
Allen said he would be willing
topayamonthry fee to maintain the
weight room.
"If we go to Eastern, we should
have adeo^aatiweiglaaia the weight
room." Allen said. "We need a
SEE WEIGHT ROOM PAGE B6

midnight But they got his attention,
which I guess is what they wanted to
do"
The home itself does not have any
huge rooms, but it does include three
bedrooms, three bathrooms, two small
dens, a butler's pantry and two winding aaircai» that lead from either
side of the main living room area and
meet in the upstairs foyer.
The rooms are decorated according to Mrs. Funderburk's taste. When
she moved in. she picked the paint,
wallpaper and carpeting, most of
which consists of pale greens and
The master bathroom is done in
white and includes a monstrous set of
white, sweeping shower curtain drapes
that extend from the high ceiling to
the floor.
The house also includes two sets
of bedroom furniture made years ago
by university students in woodworking, and a marble top table that has a
SEE BLANTON PAGE A4

INSIDE
■ The OVC first place showdown is set for Roy KkJd
Stadium this Saturday. The
3-3 Colonels take on Tennessee Tech in Eastern's homecoming game.
SeePage B6
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EDITORIAL

It ain't all bad

It sure is great to be going
back to the or alma mater
for Homecoming this year.

So, what's going on at the
campus beautiful these
days, anyway?

Despite negativity, Eastern still has its good points
[ he more things change, die more
things stay the same.
Case in point: 20 years ago, the
world of the average student at Eastern was
pretty scary.
John Doe and Jane Smith at the
university in 1973 had to
deal with a nationwide energy
crisis that
threatened to
postpone the
start of classes in
the spring until
February, a president
nicknamed "Tricky
Dick" who later resigned due to the
Watergate controversy,
the Vietnam War, tuition increases and parking
problems.
All those stories and more were
covered in The Eastern Progress in 1973.
Twenty years later, things don't seem
much better.
We've had a recession that has made
a college education nearly impossible for
many to obtain, a president nicknamed
"Slick Willie" in the White House — but
without the resignation, military action in
Somalia and proposals to put troops in
Bosnia and Haiti, another proposed tuition
increase and more parking problems on top
of everything else.
We've also covered other negative
stories, including nerve gas leaks, drug
busts, assaults, vandalism and other types of
"bad" news.
It may seem like many of
* JA
the articles we write cover
v Ip*
something negative.
We don't plan it that
way. That's just the way it
is sometimes.
We think it is
important to give our
readers all the information
we can, good and bad, and
sometimes the bad just
outweighs the good.
However, don't think
life at Eastern is all bad news.
On the contrary, the campus beautiful can also be the campus wonderful.
Sure, we have some problems,
but if you think about the number of people
who live on campus and all the problems
we could have, you might see things aren't
nearly as bad as they sometimes seem.
For example, we had a 2 percent cut
from the funding allocated for the 1993-94

academic year, with even more budget
cuts threatened over the summer.
But thanks to solid planning by
some university administrators, Eastern
came through that financial pinch relatively unscathed while other regional
schools were considering measures like
cutting their football programs for
lack of funding.
The nerve gas
problem is still here,
and there was another leak at the
Blue Grass Army
Depot earlier this
semester, but the
citizens opposing
the proposed
incinerator
haven't changed
their positions.
Those groups have stuck by their
guns, and now the Army is listening to
them serioi; ' v and is beginning to
consider alternatives to on-site incineration.
Some of the alumni on campus
this weekend for Homecoming can
probably tell stories about a few of those
episodes from 1973.
They can also tell us that there
were many more positive things about
being a member of the Eastern community than there were negative things.
We students are privileged
enough to be working toward the goal of
a college degree at one of the finest
,
institutions in the state.
,,//!,// .
Our professors have the
honor of teaching some of
the brightest people in the
country.
We come together
at Eastern, and there is
no better time than
Homecoming to
realize that we are
all lucky to be in
this place, at this
time, with these people.
Twenty years ago, a different group of students and faculty were looking ahead to the
future in hopes of finding the solutions to their problems.
We are still looking today.
Twenty years from now, students
and faculty might look back at 1993 and
notice many of the bad things listed
above. Let's hope they also see the good
that we were a part of while at the university.

m~j

Parking congestion, nerve
gas leaks, the cows at
Stateland, Thursday
nights downtown...

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Rodeo Dad says thanks
I warn lo express my appreciation
and that of the Kentucky Junior Rodeo Association for your coverage of
the rodeo competition at Lou Ron
Stables. This was our first trip lo Richmond and we were delighted by the
excitement and enthusiasm of the
crowd for the competition.
Another reason for my letter is in
regard lo the action photo on the cover
of your student publication. The Eastern Progress. The young man in the
photo is my son, Jason Forsythe.
Please extend my thanks to Jay
Angel for a great action photograph.

Gary Forsythe and family
Gilbertsville
Time la money, professor says
In an effort loraise our consciousness about some of the needs of our
community and at the risk of raising
the ire of some, I offer this letter. Over
the last several years as I have passed
by Powell Plaza on my way to and
from clan, I have noticed various
fund-raiting activities such as
bounceathons, rockathons and most
recently a loungeathon. The latter
event really caught my eye as there
were couches and a television set and
everyone teemed to be having a good
time watching soap operas. Somehow
it look me a few minutes to figure out
what all of this had lo do with raising
money for charity.
While I do believe that those who
do mite money for charity deserve
credit (at it it better to do something
than nothing) and I even believe that
it it okay to have fun while doing
something for charity, I do ask that
those involved in such activities ask
themselves two questions. Are we
really getting much for our time and
are we meeting tome of the moat
serious needs in our community? The
loungeathon lasted for 36 continuous
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News
DeVoneHoh.

Copy editor*

individuals who an victimized by a
criminal lo report the incident as soon
as possible. Law enforcement agencies
The Program ancouragaa
cannot solve cases which they are not
leaders to wise letters to tha ediaware
of. If a crime is reported to a law
tor on topics of interett to tha
enforcement agency as soon as posuniversity community. Latter*
sible after it occurs, the chances of
ahouW be typed and doublespace and imJted to 280 word*.
locating the ciiraiiaa' are greatly inWe reserve the right to condanaa
creased
letter* over 250word*. Letters
I do, however, hod one problem to
the editorial. Victims are instructed that
and mutt contain the writer** sigif they are attacked, they need lo "call
nature, addree* and phone number. Kaletter hat exceeelve apeHpublic safety and the police.'' This ming, grammar and punctuation
plies that there is a distinction between
error*, the editor reeervee the
the division of public safety and 'Hie
right to urge the writer to make
police.'' While many members of the
revfeton*. Carbon copie*.photocopies and letters wth Itegfcie
university community seem to believe
that this it the case, it isn't to. The
Mall latter* to The Eastern
department of police services, which is
Progreo*. 117 Donovan Annex,
a part of the division of public safety, is
Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond. Ky. 40475.
a public nonce department. The officThe deadline for •ubmltting a
ers employed by the department are
letter for a specJnc issue i* noon
public police officers, with the same
Monday prior to Thursday'* pubtreating, wtoMlkm and Irsd*^
Ication.
at other police officers in the Commonwealth. In fact, the officers emhours and raited $67 which averages ployed by the deptrttueut of police
out to less than $2 per hour. If 25 services meet standard* for rdaralton
people were involved that average* and training which exceed those of
out to your time being worth .08 cents many other police departments. The
per hour. My suggestion is that the division of public safety bat primary
same amount of time spent in other responsibility for policing the univerkind of activities like driving people sity campus and adjacent streets, and
to and from the hospital for treatment, any crime which is committed on the
running errands for shut-ins, ratting campus should be reported to them as
for an hour with a patient while the soon as possible. Non-emergency calls
carcgiver takes a break and to on should be made to 2821, while emercould have a much greater impact. gency calto ahouM oe inade to 911.
Please continue to keep the uniAnd the personal satisfaction of really
having made a difference to someone versity community and the general
in particular would certainly be worth public informed about crime and
more than what comes from lounging safety issues, both on campus and in
the focal area. By making everyone
in the Powell Building Plaza.
aware of the necessity of reporting
criminal offenses, and by providing
Bonnie J. Gray
them with information about the uniProfessor of Philosophy
versity and Richmond police departments, you will be continuing the
Progress tradition of quality and civic
Public safety la tha poles
responsibility.
I would like to commend your
Tight Back!" editorial in the Oct 7 Robert H. McCool
ittneoftlrerYof/e*t.Itithnportantior Richmond
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PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By Jay Angel
How do you feel about raising the admissions standard at Eastern to
include an ACT composite score of 20?
"K would ba unfair
bacausa paopla cant
do aa wall on teats
as In tha clasaroom.
Taata donl show

Up to:

Up to:

Up to:
Mother Nature

Michael Durant

The Fox Network

According to the forecast,
we're in for some great weekend weather. Take the opportunity to see the Homecoming parade and support the
Colonels against Tennessee
Tech Saturday.

The Army helicopter pilot
returned to Fort Campbell
Saturday following his release by his captors in Somalia. Durant is expected to be
able to go home to Garksville,
Tenn. in a few weeks.

They cancelled Chevy
Chase. Good. He floundered
on TV because his type of
physical humor wasn't
suited for the small screen.
Now maybe he can get back
to movies.

Bath Amyx, 18, freshman,
paralegal sciences,
Rockcastle County

Unusual sessions make conventions
communications.
Conventions are cooL
That one was called "Wake-up
Joe Castle
I went to Miami over the
Call: Answer the Phone When Your
weekend for the Society of ProfesMental
Adviser Calls or She'll Kill You"
sional Journalists" national convenactivity
at
(8-8:OS a.m. Friday).
tion, and I can honestly say it was a
the margins
Another thing: Old people —
good learning experience.
SPJ pulled together some of the
especially old males — try to act a
lot cooler than usual when they're
brightest start in the media business
on a beach drinking free alcohol.
and gave journalists an intense
I learned this in "Mid-life Crisis:
New Yorkers really do Talk like
weekend education.
Joey Buttafucco" (Noon-12:30 p.m.
Coping with Age Through Alcohol
} There were a variety of sessions
and Flirting with Younger People"
Thursday).
and seminars with titles like In
Search of the Perfect Resume*' When we arrived at the Sheraton (various times, Thursday-Saturday).
But don't think I just attended
Bal Harbour Resort in Miami, we
(10:15-11:45 am Thursday),
sessions. Oh, no. I actually led a
v
went out to the pool area far
"Editorialists: The Last Dino"Get it While You Can:
couple of them.
saurs?" (4-5:30 pjn.) and
Perks Aren't All Bad"
For example, when we arrived
"Privacy: Drawing the Line"
at the hotel Thursday, our adviser
(1-3 p.m. Thursday).
(10:30 a.m.-12 p.m.).
There we scarfed
learned we could save some money
For example, here's one
free food and drinks for by trading one of our ocean from,
thing I learned while in
balcony-equipped rooms for one
a couple of hours,
Miami.
with a less appealing view of the
Never jump in the
filling our empty
ocean while wearing your
stomachs and raising our city.
Of course, being the gentleman I
clothes. You'll end up with
blood alcohol levels.
That evening we
am, I let the ladies in our party have
sand trapped in places that ..
went to the worst
the cool view of the Atlantic.
aren't supposed to have
Following that incident, the rest
sessions of the weekend.
sand near them, and it can
really gel irritating.
of our group attended my session,
The consensus of
"Nag. Nag. Nag: If You Don't Get
I learned this at''Surf, Sand
everyone who attended
Your Way, Whine and Complain"
was that the trip would
and Scabs: Safety Tips for
(12:30-8 pjn. Thursday).
Beach Drinking" (11:30
have been much better
-i
-^
Even after
p.m. Thursday-2 sun.
if we had
Friday).
avoided
* \ O /A I I i ri*. we touched
those two
Later we remedied the
down at the
sand situation by taking off the
airport in
seminars.
offending articles of clothing — not
One was "Greasy
Lexington, the
necessarily everything, just what
Bellhops: Never Take
sessions
Restaurant Tips from
continued.
needed to be removed. (I think a
photographer from Western
an Oily Guy Named
Sunday
Kentucky University got pictures
Viimy" (9-9:30 pjn.
afternoon, while
anyway, so you'll probably see
Thursday) and the other was 'Take
wailing to get home and collapse
them in the Progress at a later date.)
the Bus: Miami Cabbies are Agents
into an exhausted heap, I attended
Following that session, I went to of Satan" (9:15-10:15 p.m. Thursthe joint sessions "Baggage Claim:
"Appearances are Everything:
day).
Yours are Always the Last Bags to
Getting by With What You Can"
Both of those sessions were the
be Unloaded" and "Luggage: Why
Does it Seem So Much Heavier on
(2:15 a.m.-2:20 a.m. Friday).
result of bad advice about an
There I learned how to steer
inexpensive place to eat — I don't
the Return Trip?" (1-1:45 p.m.).
drunk, sand-covered people through
know about you, but $20 appetizers
Next year, the convention is
an expensive hotel lobby and bluff
are not my idea of inexpensive —
going to be held in Nashville. I
and an unscheduled tour of the
don't know if I'll still be a student
my way past the security guard
without getting thrown out of our
seedier side of Miami courtesy of
then, but if I am, I think I'm going
rooms.
two English-impaired cab drivers.
to try to find a session to prepare me
Friday morning I was up early
for that weekend in Elvis land.
But those weren't the first'
— believe it or not — for a session
Something like "Play It Safe:
sessions I attended. On the shuttle
Don't Get Drunk and Break into
ride to our hotel, we were treated to
on coping with the rigors of being a
Graceland or a Cabbie Named
journalist and dealing with people
an unexpected session, "Coffee
in the modem world of high-tech
Bubba Wll Really Hurt You."
Tawk (or Accent from Hell): Yes,

WRITE-IN FOR

3N, SO YOU WILL WIN

Write-in

Neal Martin
|^| wriM-i.a..
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MARTIN

Kevin Duffy, 21, senior,
secondary education, Cincinnati
11.(1.4 ^V J

"I wouldn't ba here,
becauaelonly
•cored an 18."

Jamie Luafc, 18, freshman,
undeclared, Lakeside Park

'

CASH
REWARD
For return of
goose decoy
taken the evening
of Oct. 18 from
Kelly's Fruit
Market, Eastern
By-Pass.
Call 624-2873.

MARTIN

1

MS

'MARTIN

District Fudge - 1st Division

1st Division

Paid far ^CojaiH^toHKINoj UuViJufeJp^l.McOtatekXTA, TWMU*^

"Yea,because there
la such a high
turnover hare. I
would like to see
Eastern get a more
eatabllahed reputation."

'Does it matter to you . . •

a IM Atwt Utfct ami oata, WHIMB *M Mask

District ludee

Jill Kemper, 19, sophomore, English education,
Carrolton

• That our JUVENILE Justice system is crowded
by cases involving drugs, alcohol, violence,
and broken homes.
• That SPOUSE ABUSE cases are presented in
increasing numbers.
• That DOMESTIC VIOLENCE is reported with
alarming frequency.
• That the DISTRICT COURT fairly and impartially
deal with all people who come before it.

DISTRICT JUDGE • 1ST DIVISION
MADISON and CLARK COUNTIES

NONPART1SAN

Phllllp Macklln, 20, Junior,
elementary education,
Louisville

"I think they should.
It would raise tha
atandards of East-

Just So You Will Know ...
"If matters to me ..."

MARTIN

FOR
WRITE-INS

"That la a little steep.
The teat la hard
enough. It should
stay exactly ee It la."

District Judge - 1st Division

IT'S IMPORTANT
NOVEMBER 2,1993
WRITE-IN YOUR VOTE
for
NEAL

HOW TO WRITE-IN YOUR VOTE:
(Take this with you to flic booth) -

Michael Bright, 51, English
professor, Richmond

NI-:AI

District fudge - 1st Division

batter prepared lor
ctaaawork."

how smart you are."

Suggertioni for UPS A DOWNS are wtlramc To mafce a MgSMtian call 622-1S7Z

■C" MARTIN

1 am for It Tha
•tudanta will ba

J

Paid for by Committee to elect Neal Martin, Judge, James L. McDaniels, CPA, Treasurer

•
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ads before noon on Mondavi $2 for 10 wore

B LAN TON: Funderburks' house short on privacy
Continued from front i

j, yard work and outdoor decorating is done by physical
ptaat workers. Mrs. Funderburk said
twin loaned in the While House.
Serving as president of ihe univer- sometimes students help with the land
sity cmiiles Funderburk lo live in the Taping ideas, telling the workers what
home for free and also to have one full- should be done
"Sometimes 1 look outside and see
time maid.
The heating and cooling is run by the a yard full of peopte." she said. "So I
university, just as il is all over campus, don't stay in my robe until noon I'm
so if the heat goes off in the surrounding always ap aad dressed in case somebuildings, chances are the Funderburks body comes by,but I'm so used » k that
I don't think much about it now."
feel the chill as well.
"If they say "it's cold in my dorm,'
The onrycorr^mtte Funderburks
1 have to say, 'it's cold in my house, have may hit surprisingly close lo home
for most students.
loo, "* Mrs. Funderburk said.

"Parking." Mrs. Fiaiderburk said.
"Students don't have anything on me.
We don't have much apace to park,
either.
Funderburk agreed. "Sometimes we
have a little trouble getting out of our
garage,''he said.
If the front door is open and the light
is on, passers by can get a glimpse into
the foyer of the great grand Sieanvay
piano just inside the home.
But unless the Funderburks are entcrtaining, music is not likely be heard.
"No. I donipUy." Funderburk said.
"But I enjoy it when someone else does."

COMICS
By Terry Stevens

SPRING BREAK'94 •

HELP WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the HotCall 623-2669.
test Spring Break Destinations, call
the nation's leader. Inter-Campus Fraternities, sororities, campus orga- Roommate wanted to share place in
nizations, highly motivated individuPrograms 1 800-327 6013
Ihe country, lots of room with pond.
Earn $2500 A Free Spring Break
Trips) Sel Only eight Trips ft You
Go FREEI Best Trips ft Prices!
Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Panama City! Great Resume Experience! 1-800-678-63861

als-Travel FREE plus earn up to
$137.50 month plus half utilities. Call
THOUSANDS of DOLLARS selling
Chris 369-7941.
SPRING BREAK trips to CancunBahamas/Cruise- South Padre IslandFlorida Beaches: CALL KIRK 1-800- BIRTHDAYS.
258-9191.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY GOOFY!!!
from your secret admirer.
FUNDRAISERS.

TRAVEL FREE! SPRING BREAK! GREEKS ft CLUBS
SELL QUALITY VACATIONS! THE RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST
HOTTEST DESTINATIONS! JA- ONE WEEK! For your fraternity,
MAICA CANCUN, SOUTH PA- sorority ft club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And a FREE T-SHIRT
DRE, FLORIDA.
"PROFESSIONAL* TOUR COM- just for calling. 1-800-932-0528,
PANY WITH EASIEST WAY TO- ext.75.
WARD FREE TRIP! BEST COM
MISSIONS! SUN SPLASH TOURS GROUPS ft CLUBS
Raise up to $500-51500 in less than a
1-800-428-7710.
Clays Ferry Travel Plaza is now accepting applications for part-time and
full time positions in the restaurant
and truckstop. Call 623-7676.
AA CRUISE ft TRAVEL JOBS.
EARN $2500/MO ♦ TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE! (CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE. HAWAII, ASIA!) CRUISE
LINES NOW HIRING FOR BUSY
HOLIDAY. SPRING AND SUMMER SEASONS. GUARANTEED
EMPLOYMENT! CALL (919) 9294398 cxt. 58.
'Campus representative needed by
sportswear company to sell to fraternities and sororities. Average $50 lo
$100 working one night per week.
Call 1-800-242-8104."
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2.500+/mo. in canneries or on fishing vessels. Many employers provide
Room ft Board ft Transportation. No
experience necessary. For more information call: (206) 545-4155
exL A5534.

t £/>+

SELL

Joe Miracle - HAPPY BIRTHDAY
to the bestest baddy la the whole
world!! Love, Ang ft Bridge.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BIG GUY
ADAM, from all of us on the 7th floor.

WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT

week. Plus win a hip to MTV SPRING
BREAK V4& get a FREE T-Shirt just
for calling. 1-800-950-1039, Ext 65.

MISCELLANEOUS
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train ft Jump the same day tor
ONLY $90! Lackeys Airport. US
25 South, 6 mites from By-Pass,
turn right on Menelaus Rd. Sat. ft
Sun. 10 a.m. For Info, cal (606)
873-0311 or 986-8202 weekends.
LONELY? SINGLE?
Try DIAL-A-DATE
1-900-835-8700 Ext 80
$2/min., must be (18+).
NTTKCO, Richmond, KY.
Stein Mart
Accessory Affair
One day only
Saturday. October 23
Special buys
30% off selected items
Register for prizes
Woodhill Plaza
Lexington. KY.
606-268-4722.

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the comer of
1st and Main:

Who wet Easterns Homecoming
opponent in 1992?

FRATERNITIES!
SORORITIES!
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS!
Earn Money for your
Organization!
For more information
call 624-2724 or
1-800-ORDERDT

IT
Curious about
personal
computing?

. '/'(w

C/J

QJ

u

£
CD

o£
3

so
u
s

Plan to visit the

6th Annual EKU

Personal Computer
Fair
Tuesday, October 26, 1993
Powell Building Lounge
10 am - 6 pm

Featuring:
Computers Desktop
Laptop
Printers
Software
Door Prizes
Give-Aways

"51

U
<

Please l'osi

Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall
Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental
24-hour turnaround Mon. - Fri.
Store hours Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. & Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

H COPIES
FACSIMILE SERVICES, LAMINATION/TRANSPARENCIES

COLOR COPIES (40% reduction in price)
-photos
-graphs

RECYCLED PAPER
stocked in all self-serve copiers
Phone: 1-606-624-0237
Fax : 1-606-623-9588
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Do you want to write for us?
THE EASTERN PROGRESS 622-1882

POLICE BEAT

TUITION: New increase predicted
Conttiwd from fronj

Pace.
"I could understand an increase if
Nairn Snider, director for commu- we saw an increase in services, but
nications for the Council on Higher they're cutting programs and that math
Education, aid students should defi- just doesn't figure.'' he said.
The Council on Higher Education
nitely be on the lookout tor an increase.
"The question isn't 'is there going Finance Committee will meet in Franklo be an increase." but, "are the figures fort Nov. 8 to make final decisions on
going to be single or double digits."* the increase, but student body presidents across the stale are planning proSnider said
Clay Edwards, the student member tests for Nov. 3 lo oppose the tuition
on the Council of Education for the increase.
Pace said the protest is in a prelimiBoard of Student Body Presidents, said
the council's finance committee is ex- nary stage, but hopes to gather enough
pected to provide proposed percentage university students lo have a significant
figures for the increase by the begin- protest on campus. Aware of the disning of next week, with speculated fig- appointing turnouts for past protests.
Pace is considering an alternative proures ranging form 5 to 12 percent
Although he could only speculate test if signs of apathy begin to surface
on the figures, Edwards said schools for November's protest
"If we can't get support here, we'll
could "definilely be on the lookout for
take it somewhere else like Northern or
an increase.
If universities receive the highest Frankfort," Pace said.
Donald Smith, student body presispeculated increase of 12 percent, instale students at Eastern could look dent at Western Kentucky University,
forward lo an approximate $102 in- said he plans to invite members on die
crease in tuition and out-of-staie stu- Council of Higher Education and their
university president lo speak at their
dents a $282 increase.
Along with a possible increase in protest to inform students of their feeltuition follows a cloud of confusion for ings toward the increase.

Big Hill Liquor Outlet
Weekend Specials
707 I : Big Hill We.
Next to Banana's

Michelob
$12.95 Case
Turkey 101 Proof
$14.99 750 ml
Heaven Hill Vodka
$8.991.75 It
Jack Daniels
$12.50 750 ml
USE OUR DRIVE THRO?!

The following reports have I
filed with the aalveralty'a dlvlaloa of
pan* safety:
Sept 2*
Klasbcrfcy Haracy. 21. Doprae
Hall, reported her makeup was Mole*
from the eighth floor hallway of Dupree
Hall.
Sept 3*
Jeaairer Starcher. 18. Telford Hall,
reported someone Hole a radio from
Room 100 of the Focter Building.
Todd SaiMBOT. 20. Kecne Hall,
reported his truck had been vandalized
while parked in the Keene Hall parking
let
Steve Hughes. Todd Hall front desk,
reported someone had broken out a
window in the north stairwell in Todd
Hall.

l

FREE
BABY PAN! PAN!

Melody Maaoa. front desk of Todd
Hall, reported a cable television box was
stolen from the Todd Hall lobby.
Oct3:
Wade H. Owes*. 18. Stanford, was
charted with disregarding traffic control
sign and possession of an altered
driver's license.
Gary M. Watklas. 22. Keene Hall,
waa arrested and charged with alcohol
Rayaaoad T. Barrow. 18. Fairbom.
Ohio, waa arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Elan R. So-ler, 19. Miamiiburg.
Ohio, was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Toaasay S. Booker. 23. Lexington,
was arrested and charged with criminal
, third degree.

Oct2t

!
i

mid ;i single M oz. soft drink
the pure ha st til .< Rub* Pan! Pan! and .i siii",h *. o/. soli ■
drink at Hit1 regular price I'ltast' request In
15.ili* Pan! Pan! and dunk when ordering.
Nut valid "iih ant other coupon olfi i s
I M'IKI S 10-28-93 I Kl

I

1

Mil I (

Kiclm d (.:.' 11771
5.W M.,1,.,11, * |)i

y matrix

Oct. 4:
Oet.lt
Scott A. LMMC. 23. Keene Hall, was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Erwia D. Smith. 35. Corbin. was
arrested and charged with public
intoxication.

\i:i I <

ESSENTIALS

Robert T. Hunter. 2a Lexington,
was charged with disregarding traffic
control device and unlawful use and
possession of an altered driver's license.

0M.fi
Tracy Warren, 22. Clay Hall. was
charged with theft and destruction of
mail.

Silver V^- Stai
DRINKS

HAPPY HOUR

50 «
1)R VFT
RODS TO RKHES

$2.00 APPETIZERS
WINGS, SKINS, CHEESE STICKS, & MUCH MORE

MONDAY
NICU I

We'll take your hair from limp to luxuriously bouncy with a
Matrix Essentials perm. You'll love the look of your new lowmaintenance curls. And rich Matrix Essentials conditioners
will leave your hair feeling better than before perming.
Call for an appointment today.

II I s |>\\

GO M<u

FRIDAY
CLASSIC ROCK
$1.00 M \kl-.RS

KA

KE

$?r
BEAM DKINKs

SATI KI)\Y

$1.00
N \|l RAL LIT

JCPenney's Styling Salon
Students, come see us and receive
20% off services every Thursday
with a valid E.K.U. ID.
feJHEBn
eiSS2. JCPmwy Compel* me.

What's

RICHMOND MALL

1-800- COLLECT

ill

Dial it instead of "0" and save up to 44%.

i

POT

lonf distance collect calla. Vi. ATaT operator dlalad 3 mln. Interstate call
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PROGRAMS:

We'll Cut
Your Photos
In Half.

Deans examine
possible cuts

GUYS CUTS
GIRLS WET CUT
$9
GIRLS CUT & STYLE $15

With Student I.D.
112 ST. GEORGE ST
ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH

a

Continued from front page
"As a first run through I've asked
them u> take a look at harralaiirratr
programs in their colleges that have
graduated five or less on average over
the last five years," Enzie said.
College of Health. Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics dean
Robert Baugh said he has met with his
faculty and has come up with some
possible curriculum cuts.
"We're going to consider suspending a couple of programs,'* Baugh said.
"I'd rather ihaicomc out of Dr. Enzie's
office after we've sent it to him for
consideration.''
Dan Robineue. dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, said the
cuts are aimed at eliminating "unproductive'' programs.
"We were told to select unproductive programs," Robineue said, "with
•unproductive'meaning programs that
average less than five majors per year."
Robineue said his college is already looking at questionable programs for the possible cuts.
"We're discussing with our faculty
low enrolled and low enrolling programs," Robineue said. "There is no
list, nocuts yet We're just discussing it.
"These are just the first steps,"
Robineue said. "He (Enzie) wants to
examine our programs and see what
we can do."
However, Robineue said he thinks
the university should be careful to avoid
basing the cuts on numbers of graduaies
alone, because some of the smaller departments could be the strongest
"The thing I would stress is the
idea of 'unproductive,'" he said.
"There are some good programs that
traditionally generate low enrollment
numbers."
Enzie said that although the suggestions are only preliminary, in time
some areas will be cut
"Wc will eventually suspend some
of these programs," Enzie said. "We
can no longer afford to be all things to
all people."

Save 5(W on the cost of your photo
processing, lust bring in this
coupon, along with any roll of film.
We'll process your photos with
quality AGFA paper and chemicals
Then, we'll help you cut a few
comers hy cutting the price in hall

Prograsa/BRETT DUNLAP
William Davis, 22, a chemistry major, works out In the
weight room that some students hope to get remodeled.

WEIGHT ROOM: Students say
Begley facilities need work
Continued from front pegs
healthy environment to promote physical fitness."
Melanie Hundley, 19, said there
wasn't enough equipment for everyone, and there was a better weight
room, which the faculty uses, in
Weaver Gym.
It is cleaner and a shorter walk
from her residence hall. She wants the
room open to students.
Bob Baugh, dean of the College of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation
A Athletics, cannot understand why
the people want to open up the small
training room in Weaver.
He said the room is about IS feet
by 18 feet with just some free weights
and no workout machines.
"The training room in Weaver is
too small to hold a large number of
people," he said.
Wayne Jennings, director of intramural programs, said $5,000 was budgeted in 1990 for renovating the room,
which was originally a store room before it was converted to its present
purpose in the mid 70s. New lights and

equipment were installnrl, the walls
were cleaned and painted, mirrors were
put up and new exercise equipment
was bought.
Jennings said he would like to see
more exercise equipment purchased,
a new dehumidifier installed and
weekly inspections of the room performed by maintenance lo fix any problems.
Elder Goble, assistant director of
the physical plant, said a dehumidifier
may not be needed, because the air
conditioning system should be able lo
dehumidify the room.
The compressor which cools the
air in the building is broken and being
fixed, he said.
Jennings said the budget is not
available for intramurals to fix everything. They have looked on campus to
find another location, but none are
available.
"It's not that we are not willing to
do anything; it is just we are very
limited in what we can do," he said. "I
am certainly willing to work with anyone who can help us improve our
facilities."

623-3651

Mk » Re-Elect
Kay Cosby Jones
to her fourth term as

AGFA 4^

Richmond City Commissioner]
•Life-long Richmond Resident
-Pharmicist at Super X Drugstore
•Downtown business owner
(Village Florist)
-Honest and Trustworthy
-Fifth on the Ballot
•With your vote. Help me help you!

NOTHING ESCAPES AGFA FILM

1 Stop Photo
Richmond Mall
623-7470
Expires: 10-28-93
One roll per coupon.
Single prints only.

We reach E.K.U.
like no one else.

Coupon (ooil *ra>ak l»2t-»
Cmm* be HMJIMIII with toy otter OOBC
Agfa A«fcibn»i»rf<«fll<im»miM»~<l
1n>i—*■ of AthOmaR AO/NV
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KHRHOKE

NIGHT

FREE T-SHIRTS
For the first 50 people

FREE TAPE
OF YOUR
PERFORMANCE

IRONGATE
SALOON

FIRST PLACE WINNER
RECEIVES

SS0.00 CftSH

1401 EAST MAIN
RICHMOND, KY

AND IS ENTERED IN THE
GRAND FINALS
DECEMBER 2ND.

MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE

23, 1993
Selection

Saturday,
llfM

625-1524

Crafts
Furniture
Antiques • Leather

(on ttt cotmr ot 1st S Water)
Mon thru Sat 10««Sun 12-«

Located in the oir: ' ■
rtWvSMiMfnH

BROUGHT TO
YOU BY
WCYO
AND THE
IRONGATE
SALOON
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ROTC goes beyond just fatigues
By Dan Smathers
Staff wiser

rr

Have you ever wondered who those men and
women in camouflage fatigue* are who help you
park your car at home football games?
Here's a mm. They are also the guys who
help the American Red Cross get whole blood
from students across Eastern's campus.
Give up yet?
These men and women are the Reserve
Officers Training Corps, and they also help feed
the hungrier citizens of the county by offering
their time and effort to the Meals on Wheels
program.
Eventually, these public servants will be
commissioned officers in the U.S. Army, with
all the free dental care and tax-free groceries one
could ever want.
The road from civilian to officer is not a new
one. EKU's ROTC program, which is located on
the fifth floor of the Begfey building, has
produced 2,000 second lieutenants for the U.S.
Army since 1936.
It all begins when a man or woman fills out a
"dream sheet" in which one details one's
interests and desired duties for the U.S. Army.
While some students come to the Army for
the discipline and responsibility only, many
survive the first two years and then sign a
contract, after which they receive pay and work
for two years to see their dream sheet come true.
Cadet Michael Johnson, 21, from Hyden,
lice many of his peers is seeking an active duty
commission Johnson has considered working
for the military police, or MP's, and would uke
to be stationed in Europe.
Cadet Robert Vile, 21, from Fort Chiswell,
Va., is seeking active duty in Europe also. His
i of study is Air Defense Artillery.

Vile, who will receive his commission next
May, and Johnson, whose expected release dale
is May of 1995, will miss the Homecoming
football game and parade.
The two men will be in Fort Campbell for
the part of the Ranger Challenge, competing
against ROTC teams from West Virginia,
Tennessee and Kentucky in 10 areas, including
physical fitness, weapons assembly and
patrolling an area for undesirables.
"We consider Ranger Challenge our varsity
sport, like when Eastern plays Middle Tennessee," Ix Col. David Shrout said.
Most events stress group dynamics, such as
the one-rope bridge construction, where scores
are affected by bow well each team member
crosses the stream.
Marksmanship and hand grenade throwing
are single-person events which are highly
competitive.
ROTC is for adults only, but Junior ROTC.
which Shrout is hoping to enact in Madison
County schools, begins at the high school level
and teaches citizenship and leadership in the
community, much like Boy Scouts of America
or Explorers.
ROTC is community service oriented, but
those who join this serious group, which
stresses officcrship, responsibility, authority and
discipline, do not spend all their time directing
traffic in parking lots.
There are field training exercises, where
basic soldiering skills are taught, extracurricular
activiues like Airborne school, which teaches
soldiers to make jumps into combat zones, and
Air Assault school, which leaches soldiers to
rappel into combat zones out of helicopters.
One need not sign a contract to experience these
activities, as they can be learned in the two
years prior to induction.

A member of Eastern's ROTC stands at guard with his sword drawn and ready.

ROTC cadet commander
balances school, family
By Jason VanOver
Staff wrter

Inside
■ Student health
services will be
giving flu vaccines. Sae PREVIEW, B2.
■ Pearl Jam woos
crowd but not
reviewer. Sae
ARTS.B3.
■ Department of
Music honors Dr.
Ernest Pressley
as "Alumnus of
the Year." Sae
PEOPLE, B4.

James Martin sits with his wife Kert

u

Hard work, determination, pride and love for his family
..•a James
!■■■■■ \Mm~*l*t
ta be
ka all
etll that
flHai he
K^ can
ran be
h*
drives
Martin to
These are only half of the things that keep Martin going from
day to day.
"I set my priorities ahead of time," says Martin.
With all of the things he has to do he definitely has to.
Martin is cadet battalion commander of Eastern's Army
ROTC program. That title means that he is in charge of all the
battalions that includes Union College and Cumberland College
as well as Eastern's own battalion. He is also a cadet lieutenant
colonel of the Army ROTC program and Company commander
of Ranger Company.
"Ranger Company is a sort of a recruiting tool to get
freshmen and sophomores to take more advanced ROTC
courses." he said. "We have paint-gun wars and other drills set
up to get the younger students more interested to continue in the
program."
Martin is also an executive officer with Scabbard and Blade,
which is the honor society of the ROTC program.
Another leadership position that Martin holds is Team
Captain for the Ranger Challenge Company, a competitive
Prograss/JAY ANGEL group of a nine- or 10-man squad. He will be leading the group
end their son Chase.
to Ft. Campbell to compete in events such as a 10 K road march
in full gear, weapons assembly and weapons usage.
All of these leadership positions are not new to Martin.
During high school at Madison Central, he was a member of the
charter class of Youth Leadership Madison County and president of his senior class.
But ROTC and leadership positions are only a pan of
Martin's life.
Besides being so involved in the ROTC program, he is also
an economics major with a 3.7 cumulative GPA.
"I set deadlines for what I have to do and when they are due
inclass.AkX of times I do things two or three weeks in advance

My family Is a key part of my
life. My wife and baby keep
me from getting stressed out
from all this work.
"

THE RANGER CHALLENGE

Physical training, mental
toughness tested to the limits

■ Women's Rugby
scores victory
over Ohio University. Saa ACTIVITIES, BS.
■ Sophomore
golfer strokes up
another victory.
Saa SPORTS, B7.

By Chad Williamson
Accert editor
It is the stuff from which recruitment films are
made.
It is weapons assembly, territory patrol and hand
grenade throwing.
It is the Army ROTC Ranger Challenge.
The Third Brigade, Ranger Company for the
university ROTC, is a nine-member team of students
between the ages of 17 and 21.
The members compete in these events against
ROTC students from other colleges.
The Third Brigade came in first place in three out
of four competitions at a Ranger Challenge two
weeks ago.
Competing against them were students from
C—bwiantl College. University of Kentucky and

Did you know?
■ On this date in
1879, Thomas
Edison demonstrated the first
incandescant lamp
in his Menlo Park,
N.J., laboratory.
The prototype lamp
could bum 13 1/2
hours.
Next week

■ The haunts of
Madison County

because things come up that 1 don't have control over." Martin
said.
When Martin can't be found in the Military Science Build•asg.be can be found in the library, where he sometimes spends
al— to
*A seven
•»*»« hours
kmirc in
an the
tka quiet
miiot study
cltirtu area.
ar*»a
six
"I use the study area a lot because I have to be totally
isolated," he said.
Although he spends many hours at school. Martin goes
home to a wife and an 8-monih-old baby.
"My family is a key part of my life," said Martin.
"My wife and baby keep me from getting stressed out from
doing all this work. They are like a calming effect."
Martin will have been married for two years this December
to the former Keri Cunningham of Winchester.
She and their son. Chase, will follow Martin on to active duty
after he receives his commission as second lieutenant and
graduates in May.
Although he will be graduating in May, he doesn't yet know
what his position will be.
He had to send off a sessions packet to a sessions board to
determine what he will do during his active duty stint..
Martin's awards during his years at Eastern include the
Department of Army Superior Cadet award when he was a
freshman, the War of 1812 award which is given by a local
group in Madison County and the Distinguished Military Student award, which only five students from the three battalion
schools receive
After his active duty service, he may go imo his parents'
international distribution company, which is family-owned. He
would be a partner in that business.
Martin believes his greatest accomplishment was his performance at advanced camp. Advanced camp is for juniors in
the ROTC program to go and prepare for future duties.
"I owe my performance at advanced camp to all the people
in ROTC for the training that I received, to God and to the
seniors last year when I went to camp," Martin said.

ProareaaUAV ANGEL
Jean Wood help lilt Donna Coyte during a
rope bridge exercise during a Ranger Company drill.

The UK team won in the 10 kilometer forced
march with the EKU Ranger Challenge team close
bcnino.
jasajgfjaj 12 years ago, the Ranger Challenge
consists of a physical fitness test that includes doing
pushups and sk-ups as possible in two

minutes, a two-mile run and a one-rope bridge
competition, as well as other on-field testing.
The one-rope competition involves building and crossingon a self-madeone-ropc bridge,
then untying all knots from the bridge. Three
minutes is considered a good time.
The Ranger Company last took the regional
trophy in 1990, and they hope 10 be able to bring
it back this year.
Ranger Company members enjoy what they
do.
"This is my way of paying back my country
for all they've done for me," said Joseph
Mattingly. a junior aircraft professional pilot
major from Springfield.
Challenge members felt that participation
helps to sharpen skills build character and precision.
The Ranger Company will be competing at
Fort Campbell Saturday.
Members of the Third Brigade Ranger Company are James Spears. Shawn Barnes, Michael
Johnson, Gary Lewis, John Barber, Steve Johnson, James Martin, Joseph Mattingly and Dennis Hawthorne.
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Announcements
Alcohol Awweness Week
coKinuci through Oct. 22
wMnheMnouncenieMofthe
winners of the pooler contest,
this week. Information about
that can be found by contacting Melanie Tyner-Wilson at
2077.

PREVIEW
Taking the shots

Be sure not to catch a cold at the Homecoming game this Saturday, get a flu shot.
Influenza vaccines will be given at Student
Health Services today and tomorrow from
9 am. to 4 p.m. There is a charge of $3 for
the shots. Anyone who has a cold or is
allergic to eggs should not take the vaccine.

All students interested in
being part of the Student
Health Advisory Committee,
pfeaae call the Student Health more information, contact the
Service at 1761. This Division of Intramural Procommmec's purpose is logive grams at 1244.
suggestions and student inThe Middle Eastern Cultural
put to the running of the StuFestival
will feature the works
dent Health Service.
of Aharona Reiner through Oct.
Tickets for the Renfro 28 in the Giles Gallery of the
Valley EKU Showcase at Campbell Building.
Renfro Valley Sunday are on
sale today outside the Powell
Building from 10 a.m. lo 2
p.m. Adult ticketsareSlOand
children tickets are $5.

Aerobics are taught in
Bumam Hall 5:30 p.m.-6:30
p.m. Monday and Wednesday;
in Telford Hall from S p.m.-6
pjn. Tuesday and Thursday and
Chi Alpha BilWe study is in McGregor Hall Monday and
held at 8 p.m. in Combs 213. Thursday from 5 p.m .-5:45 p.m.
The 16th Annual 5K
Homecoming Run will be
held Saturday, Oct. 23 beginning at 10:30 am. Cost for
the event is $ 10 (including Tshirt) and S12 after today. For

Families and Boosters for the
Handicapped will have bingo
every Tuesday at Mom's Bingo
on the Bypass. The doors open
at 6 pjn., and games begin at 8
pjn.

Stoli Vodka
$12.99
750 ml

The Eastern Faculty Recital
will feature Richard Bromley
at 3:30 pjn. in the Gilford
Theatre.

University (inemas
STARTS FRIDAYI

to benefit the university music depai uncut scholarships.
The show will feature Carl
Hurley, the EKU showcase
and the Renfro Valley Jamboree. For more information, call
1-800-765-7464.

TUESDAY/26
dabs/Meetings

A Closet Fashion Show will
behddinSullivan Hall'slobby
at 9 pjn.

SUNDAY/24

Exhibits
Jeff Jensen's sculpture Live Entertainment
The EKU Country Showand drawing exhibit will be
on display in the Giles Gal- case will be held at 3 pjn. in
lery located in the Campbell the Renfro Valley New Barn

Berringer White Zin
$5.99 750 ml

Crown Royal
$14.99 750 ml

Urn

Volunteers are needed by
Nov. 12 for the Student SoFRIDAY/22
ciology Association's Bachelor Auction. Call Arlenea Ctahs/Meetlags
EKU Alumni Basketball
Todd at 2619 or Reid
Luhman at 1652.
will be held today in Alumni
Cobeium with the ladies' game
starting atSpjn. and the men's
TODAY/21
game starting at 8:30 p.m. For
more information, contact
Clubi/Meetiags
The weekly Quest meet- Bobby Collins at 624-3424 or
ing will be held at 7p.m. in Lisa Tackett at 623-3010.
the Kemamer Room of the
Anyone interested in skatPowell Building.
ing come to the Untied Meth"Meet the Bishop" at the odist Center and go roller skatUnited Methodist Center ing with them at 7 pjn.
from 6 pjn. until 9 p.m.

College Station Liquors
100 Water Streel Richmond, rO
623-0890
Homecoming Weekend Specials

Bacardi
Rum
$8.99 750 ml

Bwlding through Oct. 28. Gallery k<Mrs are Monday through
Friday 9:15 ajn. » 4:30 p.m.
and Sundays 2 to 5 p.m.

S*tsna Woodv or
Doug Repp at 117
Donovan Annex

Academe Computing Services sponsors the Sixth Annual EKU Personal Computer
Fair 10 a.m. to 6 pjn. in the
Powell Building lounge.

WEDNESDAY/27
Lectures
The EKU Social Work
Symposium wiU be held from
9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom, focusing
on professional workplace
safety issues.
Philosophy Club hosts "Is
An Exempt from Moral Considerations?" by Bond Harris
7:30 pjn. in the Adams Room
of the Wallace Building.
Live Entertainment
The Cross Cultural Muter
will be held from 3 pjn. lo S
pm. in Walnut Hall of the
Keen Johnson Building.

INTRODUCING
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SCULPTURED
NAILS
BY KAREN
624-1676
Student
Discounts

eds <"<. <:asseti<
postci s
i shirts
r HADI
H1IY S

Tangles Hair Design

623-5058 EKUBy-Pass across km Pizza Hut

sa«P=3/j

BOOK SHED
University Shopping Center

624-1576
"Richmond's Discount Bookstore"
tfI\V- LOWEST BOOK PRICES
IN RICHMOND ^O^

9 » jn. - S pjn.
9 a.m. -9 p.m.
1 pjn. - 7 pjn.

PADI Classes, Sales, Trips & Service

2 Cheeseburgers

990

[Wednesday

Hot Ham *N' Cheese™

990

Thursday

Double Cheeseburger

990

Fisherman's Fillet™

990

Owned and operated by Revel Enterprises, INC.
Limited time only.

4.7 [R]

=3mB^t*m*emmm
SEA B's SCUBA

|Tuesday

520 Eastern By-Pass
107 S. Keeneland Dr.

BUCCANEER|
DRIVE-IN
> US 2S North
Now Open Fri. - SaL - Sun. Only
Box Office Opens At 6:45
HELP OVER!

OPEN: Mon. Thurs.
Fri. A Sat
Sundays

Visit us soon to enjoy our daily 990 specials!
as
[M

Hardeer

m

LB

TXIIIIIIITXIIIIIIIIIIIIXXIIIII»IIXSII»IX»*I*IITT

FAX SERVICES AVAILABLE
(50% discount to 1-800 numbers)

\tardetzr

Beef 4N' Cheddar
Mushroon 'N' Swiss
Ham 4N' Cheese

Call Now To Order!
626-6163

Nigra1y7
Sat. ft Sun. 1:30,

Wholesale Prices Direct to You
Try us before you go anywhere aftst."

OPEN 7 A.M. - MIDNIGHT KEGS IN STOCK

2 for $2

Free Installation plus
a Free D.F Remote

Nightly 9:30
Sat. ft Sun. 9:30

Nightly 7:15 & 9:30
: Sat. ft Sun. 1:45,4:15,
7:15,9:30

^*°*30%
off
Everyday Discount

Michelob
$12.95 Case

Also...
For a limited time only

Introductory Offer
Only $8.95 Per Month

The
Fugitive

: The Good Son Mr. Jones

Craig Bradley
Home: (502) 863-9532 Office: (502) 863-4860
Visa and Mastercard Accepted

Want to do something
different?
Learn to scuba dive & earn college
credit at the same time.
Classes are scheduled in the evenings once a week
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Cost: $165
which includes: buoyancy control device,
regulators, air fills, gauges, tanks, PADI manual
& tables, pool and lockers
Students must provide mask, fins, snorkel and boots
Call Carmin Marshall for starting dates
TelfordYMCA, 623-9356
Classes are forming now!

RccofdwnNh Top 10
i.
2. Ruah, "CoumarpanV
3. Eazy E. '1«7um KaV
4. UNNnhMdi. "Com* On FMI The
5. Nirvana, In UBHO"
6. XSoapa. "HummaV. ComaV At 'Cha'
7. Garti Brooks. In Ptacaa"
8.3apu»lura.-Chao.A..D.9. Du«, "Baaava In Mo"
10. Tanya Tuckar, *8oon*

J|B[&
|& entertainment]
entertainrm

ARTS
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Doug Rapp, Arts editor

Pearl Jam's 'VS.' doesn't live up to hype
By Doug Rapp
ArtowMor

Prograaa/JIM QUK3GINS

Fane crowd Into RacordsmRh to buy the new Peart Jam CO.

It's amazing when* bandisopho
more relwwi can drew nearly 200
people to its local release party.
It's even sadder when the album
itself somehow doesn't live up to all
the hype.
Such is the case with Pearl Jam's
second effort, "VS."
"VS." consists of 12 dense tunes
that ultimately have no direction, yet
are darker and more mature than "Ten,"
Pearl Jam's debut recording.
With this album. Pearl Jam should
shake loose any "alternative" labels
that have been pinned on their MTV-

sponsored selves. Nothing on this album is experimental or unpredictable.
Pearl Jam still can't capture their
own unique sound on this album, the
only constant being the passionate
vocals supplied by Eddie Vedder. The
dual guitar work of Mike McCready
and Stone Gossan! seems to pull in
different directions, especially on the
harder songs.
The disc opens with "Go." and the
intro almost sounds identical to "Why
go?" from "Ten." Forgiving that however, the song has some appealing
breaks in it and centers on a solid
chorus.
The third song, "Daughter," comes
shining through as one of the few

gems on this album.
Mainly acoustic, "Daughter" has a
folksy sway sure to make it the most
enduring song on this disc.
The next two songs "Glorified G"
and "dissident," are more mainstream,
with a classic rock feel and some earpleasing solos.
From here, things go downhill.
"W.M.A." drags on through six
minutes of tribal drums and dense
guitar that leaves you wanting more.
"Blood,'' opens with a weak, wahwah driven riff that tries to rock, but at
best is mediocre. McCready's weak
"Jimi Hendrix Jr." guitar lines suggest
the only thing he has in common with
the mighty Hendrix is the same home-

Vince Gill: 'The one that got away' 'Judgment Night'succeeds
Singer to perform at WKU's Diddle Arena instead of EKU
By Emily Leath
SUM writer

Vince GUI will not be corning
to Alumni Coliseum this October.
Instead, the popular country
singer will play at Western Kentucky University's Diddle Arena.
"He can be called'the one that
got away' for this year." said Skip
Dougherty, dean of student development. ,
While Daugherty and Centerboard are still working on bringing
entertainment to campus, several
acts have already been ruled out
due to lack of funding and/or inadequate facilities.
Daugherty cited the economy
and education budget cuts stakewide as part of the lack of drawing
power.
"In the light dollar market, it is
more and more difficult," said
Daugherty.
However, Oenterboard has a
trend of retaining over two- thirds
of us budget in the past four years.
About $30,000 of the budgeted
$63,602 was left unspent at the end
of the 1991-92 fiscal year.

Daugherty did not disclose the
i lost this year, but said the
organization's cuts were proportional 10 the university's other organizations.
"The promoter is taking a financial risk when he books an act
here," he said. "Last year, for exampie, we had Alabama. They arc
a huge name, but it still was not
totally sold out."
Alumni Coliseum is not
equipped to accommodate sound
systems above the stage.
According to Daugherty, the
speakers have to be on the stage,
and some artists will not perform
under those conditions.
The larger stage required takes
up about 1,000 seats due to visibility problems.
The Gill concert went to Westera mainly because its arena seats
twice that of Alumni Coliseum.
Hosting concerts at Roy Kidd
Stadium is not possible for two
main reasons.
The upper deck seating area is
difficult to patrol, and setting a
date far in advance is as difficult as
predicting the weather, Daugherty

said.

Finances also determine the
type and popularity of the acts that
come to campus.
Instead of one or two big name
acts. Centerboard hopes to schedule many smaller scale productions.
"We've got a couple of things
'almost' happening," Daugherty
said.
"We're a good fill-in for a
group to stop in on an open date on
the way to or way back from somewhere big," Daugherty said. "But
we don't have the financial capabilities to reserve a date to draw a
big artist"
Name recognition is a very important factor when scheduling expensive attractions.
"Students' recreation time is a
very valuable thing," Daugherty
said. "And with the ticket prices
always rising, it's more of a commitment to attend the events. We
try to make many things free."
According to Daugherty, the
bigger concerts this year will be
"middle of the road, for example a
country or cross-over rock group."

r'At^tw^piAiAA"Kentucky's Largest Health & Fitness Corporation"
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One Month
Only

L*"»;:;:jj- _£ . '
AM

$9.99'

^•5?^M

Offer ends Oct. 29

•
•
•
•
•

• Freeweights
• LifeCycles
• 33 Aerobics
Classes a Week
• Diet Programs
• Tanning Beds

Super Circuit Training
Reebok Step Aerobics
Indoor Track
LifeSteps
Kid's Playroom

© 624-0100

•Applies to First Month

HURRY!
OFFER
ENDS
SOON!
629 Eastern By-Pass
(Behind Roses)

as a psychological thriller
By Bryon K. Silk
Contributing writar

Is "Judgment Night" a taut, psychological thriller? Well, perhaps.
Em ilio Estevez leads the cornucopia of talent collected for this Universal release.
Estevez plays the protagonist husband, Frank, who agrees to an outing
with his old college pals.
Cuba Gooding Jr. (Boyz in the
Hood, Gladiator) and Jeremy Piven
play the two exuberant friends who
convince Frank to indulge in viewing
a boxing match.
Also along for the ride is Steven
Dorff (The Power Of One), who plays
Frank's brother.
The group of friends are snared in
typical L.A. traffic, and fearing their
late arrival, turn off the expressway to
seek a quicker way to the arena.
While taking the shortcut, Frank
and his friends witness a brutal crime
committed by Phalen, played by Dennis Leary.
Phalen and his thugs then chase
the sole witnesses to his crime.
The direction of the film is handled
by Stephen Hopkins (Predator 2), who
creates a wonderfully stylized view of

town.
"Rats," opens with drums and a
hokey bass line, but contains some of
Vedder's best singing
"VS." contains some good songs,
but it is dragged down by the weaker
numbers. The band has its assets, like
Vedder's convincing voice, but the
awkward guitar interplay between
Gossard and McCready makes several
of the songs little more than noisy
backdrops to Vedder's booming vocals.
No doubt, this album will sell 4.7
billion copies on name alone, but when
it comes down to the actual music.
Pearl Jam has plenty of room for improvement.

NEW
MUSIC

the seedy urban battleground. The ■ Lemonheads
theme of survival of the fittest is well "Come and feel the
addressed by the story (yes, there is
actually a story) and handled accord- Lemonheads"
ingly by Hopkins.
The Lemonheads, aka Evan
Although the story doesn't allow
for much character development, the Dando, have returned with a new dose
actors portray people that we are actu- of happy hippie rock that is sure to
please all the new fans he picked up
ally able to care for.
Even though all of the actors de- with his last release. It's a Shame
liver solid performances, Gooding has About Ray."
"Come on Feel" follows the same
an eccentricity that allows his acting
themes
set forth by "Ray." but due to
to outshine the other stars.
Surprisingly enough, Leary is con- its enormous popularity, Atlantic
vincing as the evil antagonist, and has Records obviously gave Dandoamuch
apparently made the leap from come- bigger budget to work with.
The band at best is an illusion.
dian to actor a successful one.
Aside from the solid acting and the Dando pens all the tunes and is the
great directing, the humanity of the only stable member of the group. This
story is a very appealing factor audi- album reunites Dando with his touring
ences should be able to identify with. band from "Ray."
The presence of long-time friend,
All the classic action/adventure
Juliana
Hatfield, on seven of the
elements are achieved with thrills,
chills and even a spill or two; all of album's 1S tracks gives Dando's simwhich leads us to an excitingly origi- ptistic arrangements some added depth.
Dando's dandy ditties are sure to
nal climactic ending.
So is "Judgment Night" a taut psy- make you snicker as well as think, but
to take the man too seriously would be
chological thriller?
For a generally taut, definite thriller, foolish.
All in all, "Come On Feel" is a
why not give Estevez and crew a
chance and delve into Hopkins' fun strong release that tops "Ray" in production and in overall vibe.
and enjoyable "Judgment Night."
—Shannon Conley

Alpha Omicron Pi
proudly welcomes its new initiates
Amanda Blank
Tressa Brumley
Crystal Burdette
Cindi Cantrell
Belmarie Collins
Beth Eyink
Christi Geralds
Lori Hardin
Lori Hummel
Kimberly Jones
Brenna Kihlman
Kristy Lynn

Rhonee' Rodgers
Heather Russell
Lisa Rutledge
Jamie Ryan
Shelley Sanders
Carla Sears
Suzy Sherman
Danielle Shively
Courtney Sidor
Tonya Tarvin
Angie Zeller

Chance made us sisters but hearts made us friends.

Serving Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
,
^fcArV.^

•Steaks

•Ribs

&xx£>

AVEftW

Carry Out Orders ^»
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am-Midnight
709 Bio Hill Ave., Richmond
624-2569

( ()l !M)\
$2 off per foot of a party sub j
Valid at By-Pass location only^ Expire 114>M. _ •

Eastern By-Pass (opposite Denny's)
Hours: Mon. - Fri.. 10 ».m. - 1 ».m.
Saturday 10:30 ».m. -1 ».m.
Sunday 10:30 *.m - 11 pjn.

623-3458
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In the world of music
there is more than one
Pressley. However, Dr.
Ernest Wayne Pressley is noc
known for his blue suede
Pressley, now coordinator of the music department
at Mars Hill College in North
Carolina, has been honored
by Eastern's department of
music as its Alumnus of the
Year.
While at Eastern from
1950k) 1954,rYeasley played
trumpet in the band and orchestra and sang in the choir.
He also tried to perform with
friends as often as possible.
After earnmgabachelors

RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST
713 West Main St
623-8535
iBwDaaM
i lSmin.
before emdi serv ice

Music department names
grad alumnus of the year
By Emily Leath

CHURCHES

Send your suggestions
tor PEOPLE to Chad
WHNemeonor8elMM
Woody et 117 Donovan
Annex or cat 18S2.

degree in musk education in
1954 and a master's in educational supervision in 1961,
Pressley got his doctorate at
the University of Kentucky and
began leaching at Mars Hill.
In 1985 and 1987. he was
awarded Distinguished Service certificates, one for serving a quarter century as department chair.
Pressley was a member of
the North Carolina Symphony
from 1958 to 1980 and was
principal trumpet with the
Asheville Symphony after
graduation for the next 11 years.
Aside from pursuing a career in musk, Pressley also met
his wife at Eastern. Jankce
(Halliday) Pressley, a Louisville native, graduated in 1960
with a degree in elementary
education. She is presently a

Spofuoro of the Colonels
for Christ
2nd A 4a Thursdays. 8:30 pjn.
Powell Building. Roam D

high school teacher in North
Carolina.
The Pressleys will return
to campus this weekend for
Homecoming. Pressley will
be recognized at an alumni
reception Friday night at
Irvine McDowell House. He
will also receive a plaque as
part of the pre-game events
on Saturday. His name will
be added to a permanent
plaque at the Foster Building.
At past Homecoming
weekends, Pressley performed with the Alumni
Band, but said this year be
will only be a spectator.
"My wife and I will watch
the rehearsal of the Alumni
Band, but then we want to
spend some time with Dr. Ernest
friends,''he said
Alumnus of

10% discount
on clothes only to
all EKU students

•••••••••••■••••■*

H
Complete 486SX System
ST $1,399.00

Faywtta Mall
LaaSMftSM
2 72-4125

Bud and Bud Light $11.65
Bud and Bud light Kegs $49.95
Must Have 211.P.

While Supplies Last!

About PC Systems
Founded in 1984, PC Systems hat grown from a small mail order
operation to a national distributor with retail stores. A fundamental!
philosophy at PC Systems hat always been that not only should a
customer get what they paid for, but should also be assured of the
long term value and serviceability of that equipment.

Back To School Special.

NewWayBoo

(Next to Toyota South)

623-0354

Richmond's Oldaal

486SX-25,4MB RAM, 170MB Hard Drive
1.44MB Floppy Drive, 101 Keyboard
14" SVGA Color Monitor 1024x768 .39
SVGA Card 1MB, 2 Ser/1 Par/1 Game
MS-DOS 6, Serial Mouse, Windows 3.1
Quantity Pricing Available.

Pubac Information
Pressley will be recognized as
Year at an alumni reception.

An ap—sj —Halli

Carousel Liquor

+ lax

Monitor Included!

Fit your style perfectly with
Wrangler Relaxed Fit RiitaJeins and Wrangler western
shirts for men and women
Ideal for special occasions.

624-TACK

11:10 a.m.

Growth Groups
Throughout the Week
4-8910 * 128 S. Keendand Dr. • Curt Gardner, Pastor

Two Great
Looks

Expires 11/1/93

341 K
Richmond

Wednesday
Bible study - 7 pjn.

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Presb> u n.iii ( liurch in America

STOCKYARD TACK AND WESTERN WEAR
Skirts. Jackets, hats.
shirts, saddles, and tack.
Trade, sell, or buy!

g—tay
Bible Study 9 «-m.
Worship -10 «-m.
Evening Warship - 6 pjn.

ah
Elil 9<>a. I-7S
623 7938

Free Rope Belt with the Purchase of
a Pair of Wrangler Jeans AND Shirt

WordPerfect 5 2 Windows $99.
WordPerfect 60 for DOS $99.

£|

Some restrictions apply
Call store for details
Supplies are limned!

PC Systems of Kentucky

ftk

(M 638 Eastern By-Pass, University Center • Richmond, KY (I
606-624-3000 Hours 9am-6pm Mon-Fri, 10am-4pm Sal

I

SHOC

senscmon
.•»

Save up to 25% off on
.
name brand footwear./«^2ffisl\ CllngO

emiee
/^™«»ni

FREE GIFTS
while supplies last.

OCTOB E R 24-30

Richmond Mall

623-2630

a^a^f^.^

Intramural fgtffffff
Saturday: The 16lh annual
5K Homecoming Run will be
held at 1030 am. Registration is S10 today and $12 after
today.
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Selena Woody. Activities editor

Local haunts offer thrills
for special philanthropies

Boot-scootin%
hip-shakin' hits
university gym

By Selena Woody
;:>OivWM«ttor

Ghwu«i goblins willcreep from
ifceir gloomy graves this weekend to
haunt and terrorize you. They have
! rested all year, but now they come to
; bring you a happy Halloween.

By Alisa Goodwill
Staff writer

The coming of Halloween always
brings the traditional haunted houses
and other spooky places. Three local
attractions promise to scare the pants
off all those who enter.

',

.«. Dante's Inferno has been apopu
-! lar Richmond haunted house for five
I j years, each yearchanging itstour which
3! is based on Dante's book, "Inferno."
I to keep the crowd attracted and happy.
Leading the visitors through Hell,
•; this tour leads the mind to thought,
."; according to White Oak Christian Pond
JI Church minister Rusty Rechenbach.
•\
"It leaves them with something to
! • think about and makes people think
.about the afterlife,'' Rechenbach said.
r*
Ifyou'd like to visit this attraction,
do it this year because Rechenbach
: said this will probably be its last year
for a while, due to repetition and the
• work it takes to put it on.
Another Halloween attraction is
the Haunted Forest, sponsored by the
Richmond Parks and Recreation Department and the university's chapter
of Lambda Chi Alpha at Camp CatAssociate director of parks and
recreations Joe Bentley said it may be
a little tough to find, but promises to be
',, great

5

"It's outdoors and very spooky to
walk through a dark deserted forest
v filled with ghosts and guys with chain
saws," he said.
Don't worry, they are posting signs
;• to direct you there and the tour guides
• 'should know the path through the
I-woods.
■'.
The Madison County Rescue
'.;Squad and the university Recreation
;-Club are planning to scare you, too.
• ribeir Haunted House at the Madison
j County Fairgrounds will raise funds
! for the rescue squad and the Rec Club.
"If you're looking for a scary
\ evening, come on down," Rec Club
• president Jenny Centlizer said.

The heel-clkkin', feet-stompin'
and hip-shakin' people had created
enough noise to suggest an old fashioned hoedown.
No. it wasn't a Garth Brooks concert.
Prooeas file photo

Tnts year's Haunted Foratt

Where the haunts are
Dante's Inferno
Oot22.23.20.3O 730p.m.to
Oct 24. 27. 28 730 p.m. to
930 p.m.
Located on the coma* of Bamaa
Ml Road and Goggins Lane at
White Oak Pond Church. Admission ie $3.50 at the door or
$3 with a can of food for the
Kentucky River Foothils Food
Pantry.

Haunted Forest
Oct 22.23 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Oct 25.26.27.28 730 p.m. to
10 pan.
Oct 28.30 730p.m.to 11 p.m.
Oct 31 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Located at Camp Catalpa on
Highway 52 east, one mile from
campus. Admission is $3 adults,
$1 chldren. For more information, cal 623-8753.

Madison County Rescue
Squad Haunted House
Oct. 23-30 7 p.m. to 1a.m.
Closed Oct. 24
LooatodaHha Madison County
Fairgrounds. Admission Is $3
for adults. $1 children.

Prcgress/JAY ANGEL
Duffi members of Msrlsnne McAdam's
Monday's dance in the weaver Gym.

Adam Fry* and
dance

Women's rugby wins big over Ohio
By Janeen Miracle

"I'm not really sure why
they canceled," Hale said.
"We are going to try to
Saturday's drizzling rain ^r^taTdiH ksX have one (a tournament)
didn't stop the women's rugby N^^^TeJ inme sPrini"
team from carrying on s victory
^^y/
Even though the
lim madc n nira
over Ohio University 19-5.
*CT
* P*8*'
sakl
tcam did
The Ohio University game ifttftVIKMOl "^
^
was the second one it played Sat- * "■ o o » » * S well, but could improve
urday in the weekend's tourna- *
**
*3 by playing harder,
mem. In its first game, the rugby
"I'm not sure of anything we did
team tost to Marshall University 20- wrong" Hale, a junior nursing major
said. "We just need to try a little bit
Virginia Hale, captain of the harder.''
Jennifer Smithhan, a senior police
women's rugby team, said most of the
teams canceled before the tournament. administration major, also said the
Contributing writer

WE ARE OPEN

<~ f+

m

leam played together well in Saturday's
game.
"We showed a tot of team work,"
Smithhan said. "We worked together
and had good basic rugby skills."
Smithhan said one thing the team
lacked was good communication.
"You have to talk a lot to let them
know where you are on the field because you have to throw the ball behind you," Smithhan said.
Because of this lack of communication, Smithhan said the leam "had
quite a few penalties."
"All and all it was one of the best
games we played yet" she said. "We

are having a really good:

The season will end with the team's
last game Nov. 6 against the University of Dayton, a team tied with earlier
this month.
"If we pull together, we can win,"
Smithhan said. "We can win if they
are playing as good as they have been.
We just have to work out the flaws."
Hale said this season went well
overall for the rugby team "considering that 10 of the people that played
were new."
Hale said she anticipates a good
season next year if the present team
members stay.

LIVE LIFE ON THE WILD SIDE

•SUB
Mbn.-Sat. 10-30 ajn.-lajn.
Sun. 11a.m.-11p.m.

It was the Country Western Dance
held in the Weaver Gym on Monday
from 8-11 p.m. sponsored by the EKU
Dance Theater.
The dance offered opportunities to
leam line dances, taught by Marianne
Mc Adams, a dance instructor in the
physical educanoa department
"I'm clueless when it conies to
country line dancing I came to learn
how to do it," aid Mary Del Rifle, a
30-year-old senior occupational
therapy major from Sarasota, Fla.
Line dancing wasn't the only place
where hip-shaking action occurred.
The couple's dances had more twirls,
turns and spins than most back country roads.
The mere popular dances were the

Two-step, the Jitterbug and the Waltz,
all with a country western twist
Mike Tipton, a 19-year-old from
Richmond, said he has been country
western dancing for two or three years
and his preference is the Jitterbug.
Tipton, along with others, had
plenty of opportunities to try out new
stops or perfect the old ones.
Mc Adams said the dance is a wonderful way to socialize, meet members
of the opposite sex and to have a great
time without getting into trouble.
"My mission is tobring dancing to
the people as a lifetime activity,''said
Mc Adams. "This is something you
can do until you die."
She also said there are two country
western dances sponsored a semester,
and she has her HPR 282 classes plan
them.
"We've done this for the last two
years." said McAdams. "We practically have it down to a science."
The next country western dance
sponsored by the class will be held on
Nov. 5 from 8-1 lp.m. in the Weaver
Gym.

«TXL

^^

DELIVERY
HOURS
awfaaumve.

-^

n/q-M/dl Mon.-Fri. 1030 a.m.-11 pjn.
*-**""3. -^-a—-K-M.
Sat. 11 am. - 2 put

MULL

WED1LI¥ER!_
Buy any Footlong and Medium Drink
Get a 6" of Your Choice for 99*

TECHNO TUESDAY

\l 11-UN XIIX 1 WEDNESDAY

2 FOR 1 WILL DKINKS

$3.75 I IT'S WI> ZOMBIES

GO EKU

Saturday Only!!!
Not Good On Delivery

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Good on Saturday, Oct. 23,1993 ONLY

$3.00 PITCHERS

$1.00 BK Wl AND COKE

200 S. Second Street (Corner of Water St. & 2nd)
s i )\n

I \ I 'I I I

WWIZE

MM

GUANO

NATIONWIDE
RfiVTEWWARRANTY

o

P\KI>

COMING SOON!!!

Douglas

60 Month
fr-is fmr
Baiter its
3»30.V3
Group 24.24F. 26
***

$39.95 $49.95

$59.95

Omni 670

Omni K50

Aerobics & Fitness

The New Leader In Health And Fitness

All Exhaust Pipes 40% OFF
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP with SUN Diagnostic
Computer. w.*iMii »«?■••■■ •«•••>•«-*4*"
urn........ A*wmi. £ ti^H Py
(J .TH—M.). —1,1. T—™ -«)• WIN

n

S70FM4

DOUGLAS
BATTERY SALE

Iron Works

Heavy Duty Muffler
Most Cars and $Q -fl 95
Light Trucks
m I JInstallation extra
Limited Lifetime Warranty

624-2990

BSm^EflJK

\

FALL SPECIALS

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
tE & SERVICE CENTER

1531 Big Hill Avc.
[Richmond

N I

4 Cyl.
$24.88

6 Cyl.
$36.88

8 Cyl.
$44.88

IRONWORKS
*
*
*
*

PADDED INDOOR JOGGING TRACK
AEROBICS
TOP OF THE LINE CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT
SUPER CIRCUIT TRAINING

FRONT DISC BRAKES
lnti.ll new pad*, resurface nMun. repack wheel
leafing', imull new grcate acak. add needed
riuid. mipcd ayUcm and road le«. (kVhuili
calipcn and •cmi-metallic tty /sg\ OO
p-kntn.) M.«.c.r.
$4^.00
and light midi.
*

Ask about our
Pre-Opening
Specials

IA
:il

I

Offer based on 2 year membership

W

50%
OFF
Enrollment Fee
Offer End* Soon!!!

623-7370
I
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Chryssa Zizos, Sports editor

SPORTS DEBATE

ATHLETES AND
FAMILIES
Ban freshman recruits
who are married
CunrcnUy,
the NCAA has
allowed
coaches in all
divisions 10
recruit and sign
young men and
women that are
married and
have families.
Some debates have risen
recently as to whether this is a
good policy.
Now, this issue can become
very sticky for someone or some
organization, like the NCAA, to
debate because the minute one
argues against athletes participating in athletics just because
they're married, you are infringing on the athletes' civil rights,
and you open yourself up to a
lawsuit immediately.
But, since this is my column
and it's my opinion (which is
protected by the Fust Amendment, whether the opinion be
correct or not). I will argue that
the NCAA should enact a policy
much like the United States
Marine Corps' Gen. Mundy
suggested that prohibits the
recruitment and enlisting of
married persons.
I support this suggestion much
the same way Mundy did his, but
I realize while it suggests good
initiative, it also could suggest
poor judgment if it is not well
thought out
Let's use an 18-year-old
football player player for instance,
just for the sake of a variable. He
is already at a very vulnerable age
where the smallest detail can
mean a whole lot to him.
Asa freshman, this young
man Will undergo intense training
Man entirely new level of
competition with a new group of
teammates.
While he is already overwhelmed by this new athletic
experience, he is taking a full load
of challenging classes.
With those new, challenging
classes comes homework, study
tables, exams and preparation.
If that freshman athlete it
married, be will have to live in
married housing and miss the
experience of living with the rest
of his teammates in the dorm,
missing out entirely on that
bonding experience.
Now, if that freshman athlete
has a child, not only will he not
live with his teammates, but he
will not eat his meals with them
eater, even though this is part of
his full scholarship offer, because
he will have hungry mouths to
feed at home.
With a family comes bills. To
pay bills, one must have an
income, but since he is not
earning an income, she will have
so work. So who takes care of the
child or children?
Bills, bills and more bills.
I'm getting stressed-out just
thinking about it; can you imagine
having to live k?
Don't forget this whole time
this freshman student athlete is
already vulnerable and impressionable and perhaps a little
distracted.
So, now his buddies want to
go out for a nice, cold beer after a
long, hard practice. Does he go
with his friends or go home to the
wife?
If he never goes out with his
teammates, he will never completely feel as if he is part of the
team and perhaps miss out on an
important part of the college
experience, but if he always goes
oat with the 'boys.' then he is
neglecting his wife and family.
These are all very difficult
decisions for an 18-year-old to
work through.
I'm not totally against athletes
in love and getting
but I am totally against
the recruitment and enrollment of
freshman athletes who are already
aurrifd
It's just loo difficult and too

Oct. 23 Eastern Homecoming football game
at 2 p.m.. Roy Kidd Stadium

U We're a young team
struggling to get better
week after week.
79
— RoyKidd

Homecoming game to decide conference leader
By Stephanie Rullman

21-13 win over cross-state rival Murray
State. The Colonels moved to a perfect
3-0 record in the conference, while im
The Colonels look to continue their proving their overall record lo 3-3.
Tennessee Tech currently leads the
two-game winning streak against the
Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles Satur- Ohio Valley Conference in total deday at2pm.witha Homecoming battle fense, rushing defense and scoring deof the only unbeaten teams in the con- fense.
"Our defense has played well sofar,
ference.
"I think this is probably going to be but we haven't faced a real strong rushour stiffest test to date.'' Eastern head ing team bice Eastern yet this year,"
Tech head coach Jim Ragland said
coach Roy Kidd said
"A few weeks ago, the media made
Eastern is coming off an emotional
Assistant sports editor

it sound like Eastern's program was aspect of the game, with Eastern's No.
dead." Ragland said "The past few 1 ranked rushing offense in the OVC
games they have proved they are far going up against the conference's No.
1 ranked rushing defense.
from dead."
Tech, 5-2 overall, 4-0 OVC, is led
The Golden Eagle defense is allowing only 261.6 yards per game. Eastern, by quarterback Mike Jones who leads
meanwhile, is giving up 390.8 yards per the OVC in passing, averaging 171.1
yards per game, and ranks second in
game on defense.
"They are probably the best defen- total offense with 166.6 yards per game.
Sophomore tailback Michael Penix
sive football team we've gone against
this year," Kidd said. "I'd say our of- is ranked second in the OVC in rushfense is really going to be challenged'' ing, averaging 96.1 yards per game.
The Golden Eagles are coming of f
The rushing game will be one key

a 20-3 victory over Tennessee-Martin.
In that game, the Tech defense allowed just 140 total yards, including a
mere 37 rushing.
"We have to play hard in all aspects
of the game, and we cannot make mistakes because Eastern will capitalize on
them," Ragland said
"We'rea young football team struggling to get better week after week."
Kidd said "We're not where we used to
be, but we're getting better. I'll say that
about these kids."

SPORTS
Three football players
earn league honors
Three Colonel football players
have been honored by the Ohio Valley
Conference following Eastern's 2113 win over Murray State.
Neil Fittery, a senior linebacker,
was named the OVC Defensive Player
of the Week. Fittery made 17 tackles,
including eight solo stops against
Murray.
Senior punter Tim McNamee won
league honors as OVC Special Teams
Player of the Week. He averaged 45.3
yards on seven punts.wirh three punts
downed inside the 20-yard line.
The OVC Newcomer of the Week
is freshman Chris Guyton.
Guyton turned in an impressive
outing in his second collegiate start,
coming up with three interceptions,
breaking up two other passes and making four tackles.
-By Stephanie Rullman

Weather does not fare
well for tennis teams
Eastern's men's and women's tennis teams wanted to compete on Oct.
16, but Mother Nature wasn't willing.
The men traveled lo Tennessee Tech
University, while the women traveled
to the University of Cincinnati and both
were rained out
"Nothing is worse than a bunch of
guys sitting around a hotel with nothing
to do," said Coach Tom Higgins.
The women competed this week at
Progrsss/JIM OUK3GINS
home Oct. 19, when they hosted the
Andrew Nettles, a junior linebacker from Pensacola, Fia., makes a tackle during Eastern's 21-13 victory at Murray last Saturday.
University of Louisville.
Even though they lost, a bright spot
came when the No. 1 doubles team,
Ann Carlson and Kim Weis, defeated a
previously undefeated U of L twosome.

Defense leads Colonels to victory
By Lanny Brannock
Staff writer

MURRAY—It was raining lightly
on SiewartStadium Saturday night when
Eastern stepped onto the balding turf
trailing 10-0 after Eddie Byrd fumbled
a punt deep in Eastern territory, giving
the Racers excellent field position for a
touchdown and a big advantage.
But the Colonels would come back
in a thunderous fashion, outscoring
Murray 21-3 in the final three quarters
and raining on the Racer's parade to the
tune of a 21-13 Ohio VaUey Conference victory.
It was the biggest game of the season thus far for either team. Eastern
would stay a perfect 3-0 in the OVC
with a victory, and Murray would pull
within a half game of first place Tennessee Tech if it scored a victory.
Eastern would not be denied.
"They did some different things,

but you gotta play 60 minutes and evidently they didn't know that," senior
tailback Mike Penman said
"I'm just glad we got outta here
with a win," Coach Roy Kidd said
Murray quarterback Butch Mosby
was baffled by Eastern's young secondary throwing two interceptions to
true-freshman Chris Guyton (nephew
of NFL safety and former Eastern star
Myron Guyton). who had three total for
the game, an OVC high this season.
"I was just doing my job." Guyton
said
With the Racers up 10-0and facing
a fourth and nine from the EKU 33
early in the second quarter, they decided to go for the early knock-out
punch and try for the first down.
Mosby's pass down the left sideline was picked off by Guyton for his
first interception, and gave the Colonels the ball and slopped a possible
touchdown.

The interception sparked a frustrated
Colonel offense that had been just three
yards past midfiekl in its first three possessions.
The Colonels marched 81 yards in
nine plays, with a 45-yard reverse to
senior receiver Kenny McCoUum that
took the Colonels to the MSU 9 with
senior tailback Penman punching it in
from the one to pullwithina 10-7 deficit
Thc Colonels had trouble in the first
half containing the slick Mosby, who
ran the ball repeatedly up the middle on
coverage and draw plays. Mosby, who
had a sore shoulder, was having trouble
throwing any difficult passes.
"I could tell in pregame that he didn' t
have it I was nervous; he couldn't even
raise his arm above his head." Racer
coach Houston Nutt said
But the run and some passes were
effective enough lo keep the Racers
moving and the Eastern defense worried. At halflime, Kidd settled the troops

by changing blocks and adding blitzes.
"I told them it's only a 10-7 game.
We need lo slop their drive and score
some points," Kidd said
Eastern did exactly that. The Colonels stuffed Murray's first possession
and put together an 11 -play drive, with
Penman striking gold again from the
six to put the Colonels ahead 14-10.
Murray managed a third quarter
field goal, but their offense was never
the same after the first half. Murray did,
however, mount a drive with 1:45 left
in the fourth, to the Colonel 35-yard
line trailing by one. But on third and
seven from the 35, Brenden Gregory
and Steve Gulash smashed Mosby, and
on the next play, Carlos Timmons did
the same to end the threat
Leon Brownaddcda47-yard touchdown run with 38 seconds left, sealing
the game.
"It stabbed them in the heart, and
we broke them," Brown said

-By Mary Ann Lawrence

Brockman leads Lady
golfers to victory
The Lady Colonel golf team slaughtered 15 teams last Friday and brought
home yet another trophy to add lo its
already extensive collection.
The team placed third overall with
367 and its No. 1 player, Beverly
Brockman, came away with tournament medalist honors, placing first overall with an impressive 81.
'We're working hard, and before
the season ends, we will be more consistent," said Coach Sandy Martin;
The Lady Colonel golfers will compete again the first weekend in November when they travel to Georgia.
"Now.wehaveacoupleofwecksto
work on their swings and to bring their
scores down," Martin said.
-By Mary Ann Lawrence

Wilson, Nganga finish
first at EKU Invitational
By Matt McCarty
Staff writer
Eastern's women's cross country
team placed five runners in the lop
seven, while its male counterparts
placed five runners in the top nine as
both squads look first place in the EKU
Invitational last Saturday, compiling
18 and 20 points, respectively.
Sunshine Wilson set the pace for
the women, capturing first place in a
time of 17:48. Coach Rick Erdmann
was pleased with her performance.
"It was a very good run for Sunshine Wilson 'cause she has been our
No. 2 runner most of theyear.'Eidmann
said.
Michel Price came in second with
a time of 18:00, while Leigh Kettle
finished fourth in 18:09. Amy
Hathaway. 18:37. and Tracy Bunce.
18:51. placed sixth and seventh, respectively.
For the men, John Nganga led the

diSmdlTiB.

What will he be dunking of
when he is at practice and or at
school? How to better his play or
his studies or if his baby's diaper
needs changing?

Quota of the Week

Prograss/JAY ANGEL

Members of the men's cross country team gat a strong start on the flew at the EKU invitational.
r

way, taking first place in a time of
25:03. Josh Colvin came in third with a
time of 25:50.
Julio Moreno took fifth place with a
lime of 26:11, and Ken O'Shea followed in sixth place with a time of
26:28.Jamie West ran the race in 26:37.
which was good enough for ninth place.
"Overall, our top five guys ran very
well," Erdmann said
The cross country teams will be off
next week as they preparerfor the OVC
Championships Oct 30. where both
teems will be defending their championship.
The women have won 11 consecutive OVC Championships, while the
men are coming off three straight OVC
Chamnifin'ihipi.
Erdmann believes the EKU Invitational was a positive step for the teams,
and now they will "aim for the OVC
Chamnionshipi"
"I think it gives a good boost going
into the OVC," Erdmann said.

in
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Coui TRY

Morehead defense too
tough for Colonels
By Chryasa I. Zizos
Sports editor
Eastern's volleyball team league
record was dropped to 5-4 Tuesday
night with a thrilling, hard-fought fivegame loss to defensively, nationally
ranked Morehead State University,
which ended with the Eagles winning a
20-18 rally-scored final game.
"You could hardly find fault in that
match," head coach Geri Polvino said.
Eastern was down 14-8 in rally scoring and came back with six straight
points to tie the game 14-14.
•This was by far the toughest game
for an Eastern team within the past three
years," Polvino said
Five of A* six points to tie the
match at 14 came off the serves of
sophornorcEmUyLeaih.Lcath was able
to apply pressure by her serves which
baffled Morehead's offense.
Polvino recognized Kim Zelms for
having the best match of her career. She
had 23 kills and a high hitting percentage of .340.
Eastern freshman setter Michelle
PrograssAJIM OUrGGINS Saldubehere and outside hitlers Shelby
Addington and Dena Donnellon were
key factors throughout the match as
Senior Kim Zaims aids her team with a kill against Marshall.

Eastern By Pass
Shoe. Inc.

Excludes closeouts & Easy
Spirits. Expires 9/3^ ^3

well.
Saldubehere had a game high of 48
assists, Addington added momentum
back to the match in the second game
contributing seven kills and 10 digs and
Donnellon, in two games, had one kill,
two digs and one block assist
"The freshmen really came on and
played well," Polvino said. The momentum Shelby gave us carried us
through the second and third game
wins."
Eastern had 73 kills, 67 assists, 110
digs and has a team hitting percentage
of .165.
Morehead's head coach, Mike
Welch, said he was really happy thaihis
team was able to sneak away with the
win.
This was the best that I have ever
seen Eastern play, they really made us
struggle," Welch said
The Colonels head on the road this
weekend for more OVC action as they
travel to Austin Peay Friday night and
Murray Stale Saturday afternoon.
"We will have to be careful and
keep pressure on the serves while maintaining the lempo of the game against
Austin Ray," Polvino said "We will
have to attack aggressively."

VALUABLE COUPON

♦♦FREE DELIVERY**

QUALITY

Only top name brands found here.

lAFFORDABILITYStereo systems in everyones price range.

TAYLOR'S

M-F6AM-8PM
SAT 6 AM 3 PM
CLOSED SUNDAY

1424 E MAIN ST
RICHMOND
(ACROSS FROM TKLPmtD YMCA)

Fish
Sandwich
Combo
Breaded Fish. Special Sauce.
Lettuce and Cheese on a Bun.
French Fries and Drink

Shoppers Village
623-5014
8 am -10p.m. everyday

We Have Plenty
Of Kegs In Stock!
Discount Liquor

::

Beer

;:

Wine

Formerly Ernie and Joe's
"On Main Street - Across the Tracks"

Regis Hairstylists
Buy any 3 products and
receive 20% off of each product
„
Rusk
8
J**
Sebastian
^exxus
Biola e
g
Imace
Vavoom!
Paul Mitchell Redken Matrix Essentials
Richmond Mall
624-0066
Walk-Ins Welcome

Home made from
scratch Biscuits
& Sausage Gravy

^L^'l.

SHRIMP & FRIES H CHICKEN & FRIES

$025

I Chicken, fries,
I hush puppies &
j Sweet & Sour sauce

I Bite Size Shrimp,
I fries, hush puppies1
I & cocktail sauce

I OM<

' Dinner

I O— ■f »■■ ■—

, »aafa»> lupowor limn*
I tot. Ea>M IMMJ 10U aara.
I Road. Richmond. Ky.

Steak & Shrimp Dinner
• 4 ox. Steak
5 Butterfly Shrimp
Slaw • Fries • Bre.dstick

49

*B

NOW SLRV1NG DLLiCIOLS BAKLD I'OIAIO

^[*»s000^.T*,<*"'^i*»s00D/>*t.

We ALWAYS
Have your favorite
Blizzards
Banana Splits
Sundaes
& Delicious
Real Shakes!

Queen 0

• UA. PoL OC. *>. D.O-Cay. Capfrt** 1MI A>. D.O. Car

FROZEN

CAKES

SIZES
ROUND CAKES
SmalS«VMe-IO
Una-* S*rv»» 14-18
HEART CAKES - SWVOT 10 • 12
SHEET CAKES - SWVM 20 - 25
IJOQS - 8 On* Inch Swvtnga

$625

Our Dairy Queen cakes are made
with a layer of chocolate cookie
crunch and rich chocolate fudge, in
between a layer of vanilla and
chocolate DQ soft serve, plus
decorated with delicious icing.
Frozen and packaged for easy take
home.

$799

Natural Light Kegs

LO

C

Take one home for a quick family
dessert, party pleaser, or order In
advance for special occasions.

r
■i
■

i

BRSM M THESE VALUABLE COUPONS SOON!!
Cap Thai Coupon

Clip Thai Coupon

Hairy

punnn

brazier.

This Coupon Good For
1 - 12oz. Blizzard

(any flavor)

Only 99s
Save *60

BtaHBAva.
KY

J WE TREAT YOU MOOT! ^Ev^iC^oaUoal"4
^^^

£k\ Ik.

■ trailer ~~

1 Double Cheeseburger
ONLY 90S
BtaHBAv*

IKY

brazier.
WE TREAT YOU RKJHTl

1 Hot Dog
Only 59*
c«w9ft«»

tmmm

, Good tor Mpto4pOTom parvML 1t«4
■WE TREAT YOU RKJHTl
r*otV-«VWhAii»0«w01tor

Dairy
Queen

brazier.
WE TREAT YOU RKJHTl

—I*

j
"

Ooodfarupto4pMon*Rir«WL 1 i»4 1
NotVaMWItiAnvOt-wOA-t

Cap Thhi Coupon

This Coupon Good For
Richmond, KY

This Coupon Good For

Dairy
Queen

dp Thto Coupon

if.'fcVJ'afr
^UJIHIIV* BigH-iAv..

623-3283

■2

Any
$r\25 II Complete

Big Hill Avenue • Richmond. KY - Ph. 624-0481
Locally Owned and Operated

Jim Beam Travelers

cO

I Fish, fries,
I hush puppies
1I Onoo
& tarter sauce

H DINNER COUPON

®

Bud. Budlight & BudDry

fifth

FISH & FRIES

2

brazier

Bartles & James Wine Coolers
4 pk
$349
McCormick Vodka
fifth
$499
12 pk bottles

II

Dairy

i-iinrh - Your favorite
Brazier Burgers.
Chicken Sandwiches
& Hot Dogs any way
you like 'emit

WITH $5 MINIMUM ORDER
(ALL MENU ITEMS
AVAILABLE)

CATERING AVAILABLE

I On* coupon pwovalonw. Not goo«
Iaaft any cahar coupon or aaeouM
oaw. £«!*•• 10/2M3 1068 Sana

-4*

•a

623-8265

Now offers Dry Cleaning and Ironing Services

REPAIR on most
brands of
home and car
stereo.
ELECTION Widest selection of
car stereo, pagers,
phones, and alarms
around.
SERVICE We're here to HELP!

Tired of searching all over
town for a home cooked
meal with vegetables?
Your search is over!

•a

( I F MM SI I niJMjHYMHT IS TOWS

!" Buy one wash,
■ get one FREE!

•a

•a

Mother's Coin Laundry
I

HOMEMADE
COUNTRY
COOKING

\

TNa Coupon Oood For I
1 Royal Fudg*
I
and Caka
I
Only $1.49
I
Richmond. KY
(any Savor
I
•oppioa)
Good tor up to 4
par*t*.1tS4|
Not VaM Win Any Ot-w Otter

.'

•

.-

.

.
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Taylor's Sporting Goods

Brockman tees her way
to No. 1 Lady golfer
By Don Perry
Contributing writer

Beverly Brockman has wanted lo
pUy golf since her youth. She saw the
members of her family enjoy the sport,
and decided she could play it, too.
After she began playing leisurely,
everyone around her realized how good
she was, so she began playing compeu
trvely.
She decided to come to Eastern
because many of her mends were here.
Playing golf was not a factor in her
decision because until this year. Eastern
did not have a women's golf program.
Although she did not play golf competitively last year, it has yet lo show in
her play this year.
Just last Friday. Brockman placed
first overall while leading the learn to a
third place tournament finish.
Brockman says playing golf has
made being at Eastern more enjoyable
for her. Although she admits it's hectic
when the team goes away to compete
because she sometimes misses classes,
she wouldn't trade it for anything.
She considers getting to play golf at
Eastern her biggest accomplishment in
life so far.
Since she has been a part of the sixmember golf team, Brockman said the
women have grown close.
Brockman is extremely outgoing

and very friendly. She carries her personality onto the golf course as well.
Coach Sandy Martin said. "She is
the number one player on the team.''
When Brockman's high school
coach, Freddie Leathers, learned Eastern was going to add a women's golf
team to its athletic programs, he wasted
no time in sending Martin some information on Brockman because he knew
the inaugural team would love to have
Brockman leading them to victory.
Brockman has been a key member
of the golf team in its first year of
existence, leading it lo many victories.
"She is leading the learn in every
statistical category." Martin said of
Brockman. "She is the learn leader."
Brockman says she hardly has any
spare time between studying, classes
and playing golf , but when she does get
some free time, she enjoys playing volleyball and basketball.
Although her coaches have played
the biggest role in her golf career,
Brockman said her parents had the most
influence on her life. She credits both
her coaches and parents with her success.
Brockman has no definite plans for
after college yet, but said she might like
to work in athletic training.
Whatever her future plans are, she
will always be important to women's
golf at Eastern.

ATTENTION GREEKS:

Now through Nov. 1, buy a Russell™
sweatshirt and get up to 3 greek
letters FREE.
Collage Park Cantar Open 6 days a weak, 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
We Accapt Visa & Mastercard

623-S517

Hamm'sBP
480 Eastern By-Pass

623-0604
We accept student checks!
Credit cards welcome.
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, BP,
BP Sohio, BP Boron, BP Gulf

Call us for your towing and road service
needs—24 hours a day.

Prograss/JAY ANGEL
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———^—
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19 candidates
contend for
Homecoming
Queen
Page 3

Player Roster
and Team
Lineups
Pages 8&9

Show Choir, Carl
Hurley team up
in Renfro Valley
Show
Page 15
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MEMORIES MADE TO LAST

HOMECOMING '93
Second-time candidate give* advice on queen
competition
Page 4
Eastern 'afirst Little Ail-American opted for marriage
despite coach's advice
Page 8
Queen candidate promises to relax the second time
around
Page 6
Homecoming Run starts parade on route through
city
Page 7
Posltion-by-posltion, player by player: How Eastern
and Tennessee Tech match up in battle for OVC lead
Pages 8-9
After slow start. Colonels start to gel
Page 10
Magic Moment theme of 11-float competition
Page 12
Even on parade, emergency vehicles ready for action
Page 14
Show Choir, Carl Hurley take ftenfro Valley

EKUFfta Photo
r^Tsoktom Henry Fund»rt>urfc crowns Tammy Qsedur

Page 15

Coven A portrait off 1992 Queen Tammy
Qee Is surrounded by Homecoming
momentos. Illustration by Jim Qulgglns.
Homecoming 93 is a special section of The Eastern""
Editor: Jim Qulgglns
Photographer: Joy Angel
Contributing Writers:
Jeneen Miracle, Brett Duntap, Selene woody,
Lenny Brarmock, Christina Renkln, Chad
Williamson, Chryeaa Ztzos
The Progress would also like to thank EKU Pubec
Information for providing photos

Madison Co. Rescue Squad
Annual Haunted House
Opening night will be Saturday,
October 23, and the Haunted House will
be open from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. thru
Saturday, October 30. The Haunted
House will be closed on Sunday, October
34. Admission is $3 for adults and $1
for children 12 and under.
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Gee recalls 'best year of my life'
By Selena Woody
Activities editor

Tammy Oee," declared (be loudspeaker.
The lights Klowed brightly in her
eyes u she gazed up into the packed
crowd of Begley Stadium.
"Me." she thought "Mer
Turning to her father, she hugged
him tearfully and joyfully, then
looked into the eyes of her best friend.
Shelly Hepke.
After tig shock passed over them,
the two best friends hugged. Then.
Hepke crowned her best friend as
her successor.
Gee, Tr"»—"4i"g Alpha Omicron, had just been named Eastern's
1992 Homecoming Queen.
"I never in a million years thought
I'd win." Gee said.
Despite that thought. Gee found
herself a Homecoming Queen candidate that morning and a Queen that
night
Gee, however, was no stranger to
the Homecoming scene.
In 1991. Alpha Omicron had also
sponsored Gee in the race for Queen.
"I was honored that I had been
nominated then and was surprised
and honored that (hey wanted to do
it again." Gee said.
Gee, an occupational therapy intern at Wellbum Hospital in Evansville.Ind.said when her graduation
grew closer, it was harder to leave.
"It was such an exciting year. I
got a nephew, graduated and was
Homecoming Queen. It made leaving really sad."

/ never In a million yean
thought I'd win.

n

- Tammy Gee, 1992 Queen
In her reign as Queen, Gee represented Eastern in such activities as
the Kentucky Mountain Laurel Festival in March at Pineville.
"I was proud to represent Eastern
as Homecoming Queen." Gee said.
However, on Oct. 23, Gee will
proudly pats her crown to the next
anxious woman.
I'll feel excited for them all,"
ihe said. "And T11 feel the anticipation of who'll be next"
Bui memories of her senior year
relived on the field that night will
make it tough to give up her throne,
she said.
"I will be sad though, because
this is my last physical connection
with the university — to be a part of
the student body. But. I guess it is
time to move on."
According to Gee. the right attitude is the key to being Homecoming Queen.
"I went into it with the idea to
have fun and not be competitive;

that's what all the girls should do,"
she said. "It's a neat experience, and
it opens doors to things like new
friend- rfexpeiicnces."
Wh Teelol'hwinomshewis
was ru ning f<-i Homecoming
Queen, her mom gave her a piece of
advice that she w*nu to pass on to
the 1993 Homecoming Queen candidates.
"Mom said. "This is just like a
pretty bow on a package. But. it's
what's inside that really counts. Remember r« to lose grasp of what got
you there and don't lose sight of that
because that's what makes you you
After passing on her crown, the
retired Queen will return to finish
bar internship in December, then
perhaps relocate to Kentucky.
Her year as Eastern's reigning
royalty will always live in her heart
and bring the glow of the stadium
back into her eyes.
"Overall." Gee saioVk was the
best year of my life."

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
wishes you a happy Homecoming
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Nineteen seek 1993 Homecoming crown

Recreation Club

Kappa Alpha Theta

Connie Eton

JW Glover

Chi Omega

Kappa Data

April Ramsey

Qinni Robbths

Theta Chi Fraternity

Sigma Alpha Epsion

Shelly Cook
Order of Omega

Twila Croucher
Baptist Student Union

Rebecca Leach man
Kappa Delta Tau

NKOM Kerry
Delta Zeta

KimStaKHin
Phi Delta Theta

Nykhole Stewart

Ramona Coieman
BumamrM

Victoria Hougiand
Panhaaanic Council

NaflSUte. Spsectvluinguage

Itoanng

Pi Kappa Alpha

Who will be Queen?

<U.
.'•,

0 ' '

Itti
•\\ll

,'"

»%t
Amberiy Turner
Lambda Chi Alpha

Jennifer Turner
Sigma Chi

t » t
, 1 ' '
Jerml Watte
Alpha Omicron Pi

Tammy Oae, the 1992
Homecoming Queen, wiM be
on hand to crown one of the
1993 candidates as her
successor Saturday. The
Homecoming ceremonies will
take place during pre-game of
the Tennessee Tech game
Kick-off is at 2 p.m, but the
candidates will take the lield
at 130 p.m. So, be aura to be
in your place early to find out
who wM reign over Eastern In
1993.
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PEN AT NOON FOR PRE-GAME WARM-UP

Thousands to tailgate
at Colonel Country Fair

$1.50 Bloody Marys
990 Miller Lite
990 Cactus Shots
75t Kamikaze Shots

By Christina Ran kin
Copyedtor
"The biggest tailgate on campus" is how Lilly Jennings, associate
director of Alumni Affairs, describes the Colonel Country Fair taking place
during Homecoming Oct. 23.
The "carnival-type atmosphere" will go on continuously from 11:30
a.m.-1:30 p.m. in the Alumni Coliseum parking lot
The fair, which is in its third year, will offer food, face painting, games,
dunking booths, information and music. Twenty-eight booths from various
campus organizations will be set up to provide the public with opponunities
for food and fun.
Although the fair was organized by Alumni Affairs. Jennings said it is
by no means just for alumni. "Everyone is welcome. Anyone can set up their
own tailgate."
Jennings expects several thousand people to come through the fair
Saturday.
She said the purpose of the fair was to "offer a location for alumni to get
together in one central location, not scattered around."
Before the fair was started, alumni were all scattered at functions.
"People were going in all directions," Jennings said
Jennings said the fair gives alumni a chance to meet more people and to
see old friends and professors.
The Eastern Kentucky University band will perform in a 40 foot by 100
foot big top tent that will be set up as a stage for entertainment.
The EKU show choir and several Renfro Valley entertainers will offer
a sample of an even bigger show scheduled for 3 p.m. Sunday at Renfro
Valley.
;
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Thank Pacos
It's Monday
Happy hour all day long. Must have a valid LD.
Student Specials

$2.49
MMMMMMMMMM

Comer of First
and Water St

l/LPOLLO

PizzA

623-0330
We are MOVING to SERVE you better!
Watch for our NEW location
at 228 S. 2nd Street.
We'll have
Dine-In, Carry-Out & Delivery
Video Games & Pool
Present this coupon for

Christmas Shop Opening Soon!

®

O

LARGE 14" ^

PIZZAS

Red Roses*"
$6.95 a dozen
cash and carry.

with 1 topping

623-0330

Not valid with other offwa

125 South Third Street
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

623-0340
1-800-456-0340

$10.95
PluaTax

Expires 11-15 93

Present this coupon for

Welcome BacK EKU Alumni!!
VILLAGE FLORIST
IST|

ONLY

20" EXTRA LARGE

ONLY

PARTY PIZZA

$11.89

with 2 toppings

623-0330

Not valid with other offers

Price does not
include sales tax
Expires 11-15-93
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Eastern's first Little All-American remembered
By Janeen Miracle
Contributing writer
In 1936. John Killen won honorable mention far Eastern's first Little
All-American team. That year also
introduced another significant factor into his life. He met the woman
he would marry.
Helen Killen, 73. remembers the
first time she met her husband.
She was 16 and working in her
sister's restaurant. "Nancy's," which
was a hangout for Eastern students.
Mr. Killen came into the restaurant,
and they had mutual friends who
introduced them.
"It was love at first sight... against
the coach's protest," Mrs. Killen said.
Mr. Killen was a sophomore halfback, and Coach Rome Rankin was
anxious that Killen might become
serious about Mrs. Killen instead of
football.
He had been Mr. Killen's high
school football coach at New Boston High School in Sckxo, Ohio.
Rankin had recruited Mr. Killen
when Eastern was trying to make its
football program better in 193S.
"He [Rankin] didn't want us to
get married anytime soon while he
[Mr. Killen] was playing, naturally."
Mrs. Killen said.
But the couple dated anyway, and
a year later in 1937. they were married. Mrs. Killen, who was not an
Eastern student, supported Mr.
Killen's endeavors in football and
his career.
When Mr. Killen finished college in 1938. she went with him to
eastern Kentucky, where he taught
in several different places, including
Hyden, Vine Grove and Hazard.
"He took a job in Hyden in Leslie
County teaching woodwork to the

Program/ JIM QUIGGINS
Helen Kitten worksasatund-rataar for tha handicapped In Richmond.
National Youth Administration,"
Mrs. Killen said. "This was a government organization that taught
youth different skills. He taught them
how to make furniture."
Mr. Killen, who had been a physical education and industrial arts
major, taught until war broke out
"That is when he was called by
Uncle Sam for World War II," Mrs.
Killen said.

He was stationed for 22 months
in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. While in these pi aces, he taught
illiterate children to read and write
from "Private Pete," which was the
Army's primer, Mrs. Killen said.
While he was gone, Mrs. Killen
gave birth to thei r first child, Nancy,
who had Down syndrome.
When the war ended in 1945, he
was discharged and came back to

Kentucky.
"When he came back, like anyone else, he scouted around for a
job," Mrs. Killen said. "He took a
21 -year lease on Boonesboro Beach
and wc look care of that for 17 years."
The Killens had two more daughters, Judith and Candy Kay, while
they worked at Boonesboro Beach.
Again, Mrs. Killen worked with
her husband and tried to help him.
While he took care of the grounds,
Mrs. Killen ran a hotel that was
located there at that time.
"I worked along with him," Mrs.
Killen said. "We both worked well
together."
After 17 years of doing this, the
Killens moved back to Richmond,
and Mr. Killen worked in the vending machine business with a friend.
They had a partnership called Killen
and Cormeny Vending, or K ft C
Vending.
He did this until 1970. when he
had a stroke and had to retire. He
died from pulmonary fibrosis at age
65 in 1978.
Mrs. Killen had a hard time after
her husband's death because she
missed him.
"He was always a wonderful husband and father and provider," Mrs.
Killen said. "He was morally a good
person."
Mrs. Killen has kept busy through
the years with activities like the
Madison Central PTA, the Elk's
Ladies' Auxiliary, the Ladies' Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary, the
Humane Society .and she was named
a Kentucky Colonel by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
However, the thing that keeps her
busiest the most is being the fundraising director of Families and
Boosters for the Handicapped of

John Kitten was a halfback on
the EKU teams of 35,36,37.
Madison County.
"The work I do fund-raising is a
hard job." Mrs. Killen said. "But it is
so rewarding; you forget about the
hard work."
This is because the money Mrs.
Killen earns from these sales sponsors trips for the handicapped to ball
games, Renfro Valley dances. Fort
Boonesboro, the Lou Ron Horse
Show and the Star of Lexington. It
also helps pay for expenses with the
Special Olympics.
Her daughter, Nancy, who is
handicapped, lives at home with her
mother, but participates in the group
activities. She also works at the
M ARC's center in Berea, which has
a work program for the handicapped.
Mrs. Killen's second daughter.
Dr. Judith Killen, received a doctorate in literature from the University
of Louisville and is an international
writing consultant.
Her youngest daughter. Candy
Kay Konkler. is an education secretary at Highview Baptist Church.

Good luck Colonels!
RICKENBACKER

GODIN

•

ROLAND

WILLCUTT MUSIC

to, tih

Richmond's Hi-Tech Music Store
GUITARS - SOUND SYSTEMS RECORDING - UGHTING KEYBOARDS
Church Installations
Sales & Service

Guitar, Piano & Base
lessons available

?*^ ^^»
ACROSS FROM WALMART
805 EASTERN BYPASS, RICHMOND
MON-FRI12NOONT08PM • SAT 11 AMTO6 PM

"?

BEYER

•

SEYMORE DUNCAN

•

DIG1TECH
Mil Kl s

TOO.'

Buy one taco,
get one FREE!
511 Eastern By-Pass

Sunday - Thursday 1t .30 a.m. -10 p.m.. Friday & Saturday 1030-11 p.m.
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'Be yourself and have fun' Homecoming *93
Returning candidate Rene Barrett advises
first timers on Homecoming queen ceremony
By Selena Woody

A DECADE OF QUEENS

Activities editor
When the marching band comes
to the final halt in its Homecoming
pie-game show, 19 anxious women
and their proud escorts will take the
field to find out who will become the
new Queen of Eastern.
One knows what to expect of the
night, the other 18 will walk into an
unknown experience, knowing only
the joy of being on the Court and the
anxiety of who will be Queen.
Rene Barrett, who represents
Kappa Alpha Theta, is on her second
Homecoming Court Last year, the
was sponsored on the conn by the
university's Kentucky Educator's
Association.
1 was really excited that I got on
ihe court," Barrett said. "It made me
fed really good that my friends and
peers would vole for me."
But, being a veteran of Homecoming doesn't mean Barrett will be
less excited or used to her position.
"It will be as exciting as last year."
Barren said "It will be just as exciting or more, because I will be more
relaxed."
However, first-time candidate
Denise Baker and the 18othersmay

92
91
90
99
99
97
99
95
94
93

Tammy Gee
Shelly Hepfca
Missy Horn
Laura Bradford
VMan SanteMcea
Michelle Warndorf
UaaTabb
JuSeReea
Jane Roes
Elizabeth Cummins

not be as relaxed as Barrett
"I've been in events like beauty
pageants before, but those never involved voting by people and the
types of interviewing we go through
here." Baker said, who is representing the university Recreation Club.
respite this, the opportunities of
being on the Homecoming Court
and possibly becoming the Queen of
Eastern holds great advantages to all
19 of these women.
"I thought it was an honor and a
good opportunity for the RecClub to
become known on campus." Baker
said. "It's a chance to make new
friends with the other candidates and
is a chance to learn about other clubs

and about yourself — what makes
you nervous and how you handle
things."
Homecoming is all about choosing the best female student represenUlive for the university, and the competition is rough, but open.
"Anybody can win." Baker said.
But she said, it may be lough to
find that perfect woman.
"The judges are really looking for
Ihe right person to represent Eastem," she said "Whoever has that
glow and has fun will win, if they
don't lake it to heart and do realize
it's a privilege to be here."
Indeed this seems like good advice from the rookie Queen candidate. Returning Barren agrees this
"glow" is important.
"Be yourself and have fun," she
advises from her experience. "Have
a good time."
As boch of these women are spend
ing their last year at Eastern, the
Queen's crown would prove to be
the best graduation prize ever.
"Il would be thrilling to represent
Eastern as Homecoming Queen,
especially since this is my last year,"
Barrett said
"It would be a great way to end
my college career." Baker said

I

Schedule of events
FRIDAY, OCT. 22
Alumni Basketball Games, Alumni Colls sum
6 p.m. Women's Cams
8 p.m. Men's Came
SATURDAY, OCT. 23
9-U

Alumni Open HOUM, Richards Alumni House

iO-M aeth Homecoming Run A Homecoming Parade
Lancaster Avenue A Male Street
11:30 Colonel Country Fair The Lergaat Taflgrta Party
Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot

1:30

Pro-game Ceremony end llemeoomlng
corwuroon, Koy KKM

4:30

EKU Nation* Alumni i
Rceptlen, Arlngtoa Muss Bam

Post-came

SUNDAY. OCT. 24
3 am. EKU Country Showcase
featuring America's
Hurley, tha EKU Show Choir
i Cast
• VeaeyEntartelnment
.Ky.

Carl
I the Rerrfro Valley
f Mount

Clip and Save with coupons |
from The Progress.
,

Alpha Delta Pi
would like to congratulate its new initiates

14" Large
1 Topping

$4.991

Additional tappings 96e aach.

-14" Large
ITopping

$9.99.to

I ' Additional toppmos 95« aach.

!

-•-■-"---------v5X---.-----.---I

16" Extra Large

i4*k

1 T
9
$^

♦ tax

<aHfc

Additional topptngs $1 25 aach.

Jessica Arden
Carla Arnold
Allison Benton
Tricia Black
Darlene Childers
Angie Clark
Brooke Collier
Angie Davis
Nancy Denton
Tina Fuemer
Erin Helderman
Stephanie Howard
Brooke Ison

[ P.A.T.A.

Erin Jones
Gretchen Lefier
Meggin McDaniel
Kelly Moore
Katie Murphy
Stacy Myles
Molly Neuroth
Kim Pelham
Tracy Price
Elizabeth Satterfield
Stephanie Surmont
Misty Whitaker
Nicole Williams

O.B.I.C.

i
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5K run to kick off
Homecoming weekend
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Sports editor
Several hundred runners will participate in the challenging 5,000
mclcr annual Homecoming Run Saturday sponsored by Eastern's Intramural Department.
The morning run, beginning at
10:30 a.m., will start at the inlcrscclion of Lancaster Avenue and Barnes
Mill Road and will head north, turning at Main Street before winding
back toward campus through Baker
Court and Summit Street.
The course will then finish at Van

Hoose Drive.
David Hawcs was the lop male
finisher last year with a time of 15.25,
while Jamie Gorrcll was the top female finisher with a time of 19.07.
'There are several nice hills along
the course," Wayne Jennings. Director of Intramurals said. The first
two miles of the race are the parade
route, where a lot of people cheer the
runners on and get real wild"
Preregistrauon is urged by the
Intramural Department due to the
large interest The coat is $12.
All interested applicants can preregister at Eastern's Intramural

Department in the Begley Building.
Late registration will be accepted
the day of the race between 9-10
a.m. at the Weaver Building.
All the participants will receive a
t-shirt. and trophies will be awarded
to the lop male and female finishers
in their age group categories.
The age group categories arc 1417,18-22,23-29. 30-37.38-45.
Free admission to the Eastern
football game against Tennessee
Tech will be awarded to all high
school participants who run in the

EKU fit* photo

Runners com* down Lancaster Avenue during tost year's 5000
'. mstor road race through tha streets ot Richmond.

Off and running...

Lexington's Finest

SHOWBAR
485 New Circle Road
North West

Featuring Central Kentucky's Finest Natural Ladies
START

Monday-Saturday 4pm-1am
No Cover on Mon. & Tues. plus plenty of FREE parking
Happy Hour 4-7pm everyday with I for 1 well drinks
~~Buaatafaa's taaWam 3pro-4pm DaaV~
Phone: (606) 293-6985

5KRUN
Sat, Oct. 23

DEER RUN
STABLES
ProerwsAIM BLUM

Sera-Tec Bioloizicals
I .it tm 11\ ( nmpti*

PI.IMD.I

$2 OFF REGULAR PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

( t

\o\\ complete!} automated,
faster and safer.
Receive $20 for first donation,
\sk ahoul bonuses.

GOOD TUESDAY - FRIDAY
EXPIRES 10-30-93
Scenic Trail Rides

624-9S14

•Hayridcs Old Time Log Cabin Overnight Camping
Open to the public

2'>2 South Second si

(606) 527-6339
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Colonels
EKU Stats
Record 3-3
OVC3-0

Nstyarss:
Vir<i»ii:
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270
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2804

27s
110*
1004

48
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4
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VnsHaiaui
044
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00
•
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3435
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2248
8.8
2004
43/306
17/6
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10/74

401
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84
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0/13
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4
S

6
7
•
9
10
11
12
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14
15
16
17
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20
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22
23
24
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26
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30
31
33
34
36
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36
30
40
41
42
44
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50
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64
65
66
67
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60
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
76
60
61
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62
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64
65
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Joe Smith
Joaon Thomas
PhNpMsckftn
Sheldon Waster
TbnCormnoy
KomyMoOoOum
BrentCanedy
MauriooHaynM
Scot? Fairctoth
TerrancaCemp
B. Washington
GregCouch
JonyCampbsl
RonJonss
MarcCoHns
JeaonWoodslds
SeenGanley

S
SE
DB
88
S
FL
WR
OB
DE
QB
DB
QB
DB
OB
K-P
DB
QB

JoMTiiM HcyM

Do

SaanUtits
DB
EricCtay
TB
Leon Brown
TB
Robert BoukJin TB
Tsrranco Plowart DB
Pipkin
TB
cooit oyr a
DB
Chris Guyloo
DB
TsnMoNamee P
Nell Finery
LB
Mow Setterley
LB
OMsBamas
LB
WatamMorrs*
TB
Mhe Penman
TB
MerkMaboe
FB
TyronaPowal
DB
Bob Head
DB
Ricky Cress
S
Carlo Staaingt
FB
Kevin Holis
LB
CMIordPosay
FB
RonnloBal
FB
Bryan Dtckeraon FB
Carlos Tlmmons LB
KatyCummino. DE
KFishbsck
FB
JoaQanns
DB
Crakj Pblard
OO
CasJissss
DE
Victor Hytand
LB
C
Chris Damon
DT
Anthony Johnson LB
JornKeough
OO
DoLonLso
DE
Loyd Baker
OQ
Eric Taylor
OQ
RoosavakOlvansDT
Mote Vermettsn OO
JamesHand
OO
MaMChUrass
DT
BrantRhoadas OT
JasonCombo
OT
JohnCombs
OG
Brendan Gregory DT
Andre Carter
OT
Mete Bowsh
DEC
D. J. Fski
OT
Sieve Go lath
DT
B. Brantfsy
OG
Maw Gentry
OG
SonTran
C
NateFaoke
DT
ChadBratzke
DE
RogkwOrtoVsdioi OT
Rudy Burrwy
8E
Aaron Andtxton SE
CbmWhserieW TE
JohnKoouah
OG
DWawBurks
8E
John Ryan
TE
Emotraon W+As LB
ToddBorchfteld TE
Brant Busson
TE
Devon Drowning DT
ShanaBakoom DE
LB
iDunn
TE
DaryteWagner DT
MettJohnson
DE

80
195
64
169
5-10
166
5-101/2 200
6-1 1/2 202
5-10
168
6-11 1/2 185
8-11 1/2198
64)
213
5-10
162
160
56
191
6-1
6-1
199
81
201
641/2 196
5-11
202
80
181
80
180
5-11 1/2 182
581/2 198
5-10
190
5-91/2 199
5-10
191
5-10
180
5-9
179
190
83
81 1/2 200
5-91/2 233
801/2 213
5-10
206
5-6
175
5-10 1/2 193
80
243
810
173
811
163
82
190
810 1/2 222
6-2
210
80
240
5-6 1/2 211
810
288
81 1/2 222
80
230
5-91/2 221
8-7
200
81
216

83

236

80
210
82
257
88
250
5-11 1/2 241
801/2 240
83
236
6-21/2 260
82
221
80
275
84
270

6-01/2 259
267
84
81 1/2
6-0 1/2
6-2
5-10
81 1/2
6-01/2
841/2
6-0
81
6-2
81 1/2
84
84
85
80
5-61/2
6-2
81/2
82
82
6-2
6-1
81 1/2
82
83
5-11
86
831/2
81 1/2

261

276
267
235
271
161

263
266

255
288

264
280

268
261
198
186
233
215
160
212
238
228
208
285
241
224
248

252
230

VS.
So.
So.
So.
Sr
Sr
So.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr
Fr.
Jr.
So
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr
So.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Ff.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.

Csstsberry. FL
Richmond. KY
LouisvWa. KY
Caassturry. FL
Lexington. KY
Miami, FL
Barboucvtlo. KY
Orlando. FL
Sabring, FL
Louisville, KY
Akamonta Spgs. FL
Hyden, KY
Richmond. KY
Ocala.FL
Creetview Hills. KY
Lewrenceburg, KY
MiddMown. MO
Covington. KY
LoulsvBe.KY
Winchester. KY
Jacksonville, FL
Cincinnati. OH
LoutsvMe.KY
TotnpkJnevise. KY
Beinbrldge. GA
ThomasvMs. GA
Pkevise, KY
Manheim. PA
Besport, NY
MeyBakLKY
MayBskLKY
Stanford, KY
South Point. OH
LousMss, KY
Frankfort, KY
Berea.KY
Louievias.KY
Somerset KY
Henderson, KY
Attapuigus. GA
LouisvoXKY
BfooksvWs.FL
KnoxvHs.TN
Lexkigton.KY
Demriss.KY
Alison Park. PA
Powel. TN
Manchester. KY
Pinevise.KY
Paducah, KY
Leisure City. FL
St. Petersburg. FL
Berkeley, MO

So.

JoNfeWsKMsVMsy, sN

Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
rf'
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.

Versailles. KY
Clearwater, FL
WatervKe. KS
LouievHe. KY
Troy. OH
Boswe*.GA
Covington. KY
Lexington, KY
Baitourvsw. KY
Cincinnati. OH
Richmond. KY
Springfield. OH
Bradenton. FL
PowderSprings. GA
Versailles. KY
Naranja.FL
Cincinnati. OH
Brandon. FL
WMI Wyoming, PA
Tampa, FL
VVNsameburg. KY
FtCampbel.KY
St Petersburg. FL
LeGrange.GA
RusissVs. KY
Paducah. KY
Marietta. GA
Richmond. KY
Cincinnati, OH
A8anta.GA
PenaacoktFL
Harrodsburg. KY
Buffalo. NY
CarterevBe, GA

ST.

'

Progrses/TIM BLUM

Progress/TIM BtUM

T

i^ra
■

.

■
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vs.

1
2
3
4
8
6
7
•
•
10
11
12
13
14
IS
It
17
It
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
28
28
29
30

31
32
33
38
36
37
38
39

Prograaa/TIM BLUM

Piograaa/TIMBLUM

40
41
42
43
44
48
48
47
48
49
80
•1
82
84
SB
88
87
S8
59
82
64
88
87
69
70
73
74
75
76
77
78
82
84
85
58
87
88
98
91
92
93
94
91
97
96
99

WR
QB
RyanKaBy
PK
Mika Jonas
06
RobartTaytor
DB
Randy teaman
QB
Kevin Jackson
DB
06
TonyEoMar
RonBarfMd
DB
TE
TonyMomM
Maury Eaton
DB
1 ■ an ia ■ Hiiilna
WR
BradPany
WR
WMBa Quean
RB
Otowa Harris
WR
Scott Trsnt
TE
JuaUnWWaTald
QB
Bfa>d SMMHOOS
DB
QeraMBentay
WR
Davin Handaraon DB
Tim Hickman
WR
TrayBarbar
06
i^tjfnono own*
WR
Eric Row.
06
Chris Nawport
WR
atka Nawport
WR
AndrawMathis
06
Mondrakt) 1 wndrb

JOfWI mQTHQOfnwCf

AveoryAlen
Mika Panfc
Denial Gipson
Brian Mathaney
IraLaoay
Marc Evan*
SvavaSoudar
Chris Madawot
ShanaOggs
Oawayna Mckityn
Antony Carano
i-- - « ■
l.,-nn
J«y
1 iSnOtrson
TJ.Nutar

ssa.

Marcus Patton
JeffMoran
Denial Lovatts
Troy Peterson
Maurioa Drama
Antonio Hsfris
StMMTty StYMMTS

Trent MoNaul
Scott Buttsr
Tracy RuaMN
BubbaWinlar
Lane Shower
Mtta Bhjmanthal
Jason Eskridge
IVj—- Ui*ww4m
Byron
nruooi

Chris Wtssmsn
Kaith Baldwin
Hattin GriNiatta
Merit T«ont
Darren Hill
MkaLytfe
Gregg Wamack
Jafl Bryant
Matt Martin
Chris Raid
Scott Andarton
JarryAahbum
Adam Wright
KethBrewsr
Steven Bowen
DanialSpann
BradTumar
JknNalaon
OwriokTaytor
ShanaQuaan
Brian Pankay
BoMCyaRrigar
P4.. tin rial

Shawn Sickier
CraJgLong
JamtoMofiryar

DB
RB

PK
RB
06
LB
WR
FB
WR
FB

FB
P
LB
WR
06
DB
LB
DO
LB
LB
OC
LB
LB
SN
OC
OG
LB
LB
LB
DT
OL
OT
OL
OT
OT
OT
OL
DT
OT
OG
OL
WR
DE
TE
TE
DT
DT
DE
DE
DE
DT
OE
DT
DE
DT
DE

Golden Eagles
8-1
6-4
84
6-4
8-0

S-11

64)
64)
6-0
6-2
84
84
5-10

64
5-10

64
6-1
8-10

64
84
64
6-1
64
6-1
84
84
5-10
6-2
6
8-10

64
6-1
64
S-11

6-1
64
64
64
64
6-2
6-11
6-1
64
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-2
64
6-1
64
64
8-1
64
64
64
5-11
6-2
6-1
64
64
64
64
6-4
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
S-11
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

180
190
160
195
175
160
185
190
196
205
175
160
175
196
170
195
180
160
166
170
160
190
186
195
186
175
180
200
190
175
180
176
210
175
195
178
220
210
190
220
180
180
210
220
190
215
235
240
236
220
195
250
240
200
205
190
250
240
246
270
275
265
270
270
250
260
250
245
170
235
205
220
240
245
240
255
260
275
220
255
240
245
236

19
19
19
20
18
21
21
22
19
21
19
22
19
21
19
20
16
19
19
19
20
20
18
19
19
19
20
22
20
22
20
16
22
22
19
16
18
21
19
18
19

Fr Anniaton. Ala.
Fr MngaporVSuBvan South
Fr Lawioncaburg
KnoxvNkwBeardan
Jr
Fr Anniaton. Ala.
Jr Mamphla/ECS
Jr Alooa
Sr Labanon
So Knoxvi«e/Waat
Sr Ft Laudardala, Fla
So MamphaVWhfcehavsn
Sr MsmotaVWhaahavan
So Frankln
Jr Tampa. FtaJCathofc
So Macon. Ga/Southwaat
So R09*WBVSM/Cn#fOK##
FtaAaon
Fr Tslah
Fr Macon. QaJSouthwaat
So Mamphia/Eaat
Fr CartaravWa. Ga.
So Corbin. Ky.
So Dickaon/Dickaon County
Fr Labanon
Fr Foraat Park. Ga.
Fr Sparta/Whta County
Fr Sparta/WMa County
Jr Tampa, FlaJCathoiic
Sr GriMn. Ga/Grttin
So DadaCity.Fla
Sr MsmphoS/tpttNngton
Fr Hubor Hatghta. OhWWayna
Fr HuntsvBa. Ala VJ.O. Johnson
Sr Dakon. Ga./Oakon
Sr Launri 6loomary
Fr MoMtonvBo
Fr Sws BnWeUtX
Fr MsmphaVOvarton
Jr Stona Mountain, Ga.
Fr NaanvWaVBrantwood Acadamy
Fr Sarasota. Fla.
Fr Spring City

20
19
20
22
22
22
19
19
19
20
21
22
21
19
19
19
20
21
21
19
21
18
19
18
22
19
18
19
19
19
20
19
19
M»
21
22
21
19
19
19
21
16

So
Fr
So
Jr
Sr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr
So
Jr
Sr
So
Jr
So
Fr
Fr
Sr
So
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
So
Fr
Fr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr
So
Fr

Mohawk/Wast Graana
HuntavBa. Ala.
Cofbin.Ky.
ErwkVUnicoi County
Powdar Springs. Ga.
Fort Vatay. Ga.
MamphavWhlahavan
Augusta. Ga.
Morrow. Ga.
Evans. GaJGaoraja Military
Athana/McMinn County
Dakon, Ga.
NashvHte/HBwood
FranMbVPaga
Rockwood
Kingston/Roana County
Taiioo Plains
Roma, GaJDarlngton
Horn Laka. Miss.
Mamphia
Nawnan, Ga
McMmnvtMvWarran County
Lfcurn.Ga./Shamrock
OakFudga
Nngaport/Dobyns-Bannatt
Brantwood
Powdar Springs. Qa.
Corryton/MaynaidvHa
Galatin
Nashvila
Neshvtta
Lawrancavias, GsVBrookwood
CookostJo
Dacatur. Ga/Clarkston
Mabieton. Ga./South Coob
Kingston
WVnsson-SsBsm
Botvar
Tuckar. GaVShamrock
Tranton. Ga.

TTU Stats
Record 5-2
OVC44

WusMag/att:
Nat yards:
VafdadpaaMK

%:
Total yards:

TTU
130
83
81
8

92
3*
44
10

307
1227
175.3

261
618
no.o

170
W
8
524
1100

160
00
0
.476
1727
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SEASON IN REVIEW

Eastern bullies
OVC opponents
Colonels start slow, but might win OVC
By Lanny Brannock
Stan writer
When the Eastern Kentucky Colonels meet Tennessee Tech on Homecoming Saturday, it will be for first
place and control of the Ohio Valley
Conference. The game will be a bailie
of the unbeatens in the OVC, with
Tech sporting a 4-0 OVC mark, and
Eastern boasting a 3-0 conference
record.
Despite the Colonels 3-3 record
and abadsian. Roy Kidd finds himself in the precarious position to be
the front-runner of the conference
with a perfect record if he can find a
way to beat the Golden Eagles.
The difference between these two
teams is that Tech has faced the
bottom four teams in the conference
(Tennessee-Martin, Morehead. Austin Peay and SEMO) and the Colonels have faced three top twenty foes
and three conference teams (Austin
peay, Tennessee Stale, and Murray
State) with a combined record of 57. The conference records of TTU't
conference opponents is 3-12.

Western 15
Eastern 10
The Colonels struggled early in
the season by starting off in the losing coaamn to rival Western Kentucky 15-10. which is now ranked
18th in the nation. This was the first
win for Western at Roy Kidd Stadium in 20 years.
This lias been the toughest ton of
the season so far. It was the most
quiet lockerroom of the year.
The Colonels were frustrated by
quarterback Eddie Thompson's ability to run out of the pocket, throw on
the run and frustrate a defense working with a different scheme that was

designed to hold down the pass.
The Colonels led 10-9 with 6:40
on the clock, but Western charged
the length of the field in 1:27 to win
the game and keep the bragging rights
for this season.
The Colonels jumped out of the
frying pan and into the fire the next
week when they traveled to No. 6
Northeast Louisiana with an 0-1
record.

Northeast Louisiana 40
Eastern 14
NLU showed the Colonels what
it was like to play a real football
team on the road when they were
crushed by a huge defensive and
offensive line, and tost junior quarterback Ron Jones for the season
with a broken left arm in a 40-14
beating.
The Colonels young offensive line
was deemed questionable after this
game bat it was against one of the
betterdefensive lines in the country.
Roy Kidd's record fell to 0-2 for
only the second time in his 30 year
Eastern career, with the toss to a "a
good solid football team." Kidd said.
The Indians rolled up S22 total
yards to Eastern's 213.
The game was tied 7-7 after the
first quarter, but the Indians would
rally for six straight scoring possessions and the btowouL
"We just gotta stay together and
try to win our conference." Kidd
said.

Austin Peay 7
Eastern 48

PiograswJIMOUIGGINS
Eastern linebacker CartM Tlmmons sacks Tartnesses State Quarterback Daryl Wlllams after he
fumbles tha snap during tnsfllver City Classic In Louisville Oct. 9.
ence foe Austin Peay.
The Colonels silenced some of
their critics with a big win over a
team that had fallen just short of a
victory over Western the week before.
Freshman Greg Coach got his
first college start at quarterback for
Eastern, going 2-7 for 42 yards and
a touchdown. Senior tailback Leon
Brown went over the 1,000 yard
mark for his career with 130 yards
rushing.
The Colonels got their first win of
the season, but more irnportantly
kept a perfect 1-0 conference record.

Youngstown 26

It was a blowout from the beginning with Richmond native Jason
Thomas scoring a touchdown on a
fake field goal to start a string of 27
unanswered points against confer-

conversions more than the Colonels
and came away with a victory.
The Colonels did lose in a sense,
but it was a moral victory of sorts for
the fact that Eastern found a quarterback during the game.
Couch had his best game of the
season so far throwing for 186 yards
and a touchdown against a seasoned
YSU defense.
Leon Brown did the bulk of the
ball carrying in only his second game
back for the Colonels, rushing for
129 yards on 15 carries.
Eastern grew up in the game and
proved to themselves that they could
play with the better teams in the

Eastern 22
nWearegrowingapaDd there are
NatYo—gitownliasf in»aosd ^aanrsk^pji this team. We are
Roy Kidd Stadium to face an East- better thsneanstteanistrank we ate,"
em team coming off a 41 -point-vie- junior fallback Bryan Dickerson
wry and converted two two-point said.

CENTRAL LIQUOR
M.'iin St

Tennessee State 13
Eastern 52
The TSU Tigers had just come
off a win over conference favorite
Middle Tennessee and they were
flat
Eastern look advantage of the situation and proceeded to dismantle a
good football team 52-13.
"They just lined up and kicked
oar butts." Tiger coach BUI Davis
said
The Colonels defense did not
cornpltttly shut down a paw happj
TSU offense allowing them 410
yards total offense, bat when the
defense was in trouble it came ap
with the big plays with the help of
113 yards in Tiger penalties.
Mike Penman led the Colonels
with three touchdowns and waa
award (he Most Valuable Player
award.

THRIFTY ^o,

WTCHMAW

- hownlowri

MOTEL AND TANNING CENTER

Eastern By-Pass

Welcome Back Alumni!

623-8814

lO Visits
$19.50

Stop in and see your old
friends.

wtththiead

Lots of in-house specials for Homecoming
.

__

All now bulbs

1
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Eastern alumni games
played this weekend

AAA
RENT-A-SPACE

By Stephanie Rullman
Assistant sports editor
The second annual EKU Alumni Basketball Game will kick off Homecoming festivities this weekend.
The women alums will play at 6 p.m. with the men's game following at
approximately 8 p.m. Both games will be played in Alumni Coliseum
There will be no charge for tickets, but a SI donation will be collected
at the door.
The money will benefit Red Cross relief efforts for the Midwest flood
victims.
Bobby Collins, the campus coordinator for the event, said there were
over 40 men participating in the game last year.
He said he expects more alumni back this year to play in the benefit.
The local Red Cross chapter has already sent over $12,000 for flood
relief in the Midwest, executive director Lisa Tackett said
The proceeds from last year's alumni basketball game were sent to the
victims of Hurricane Andrew.
Tackett said over $600 was raised last year and she is hoping for a similar,
figure this year.
"It may not sound like a lot of money, but every little bit helps.'* Tackett
said
"We hope to continue this working relationship with Eastern in future
yean," she said.
If there are no national disasters for the relief aid to go to, proceeds would
go toward the local disaster budget.
This aids local fire victims or those going through other tragedies to get
back on their feet by providing the families with food, clothing and shelter
during their time of need, Tackett said
The local chapter serves Madison, Garrard, Jackson, Lincoln and
Rockcastle counties.
Anyone wishing to make a contribution to the Red Cross, but unable to
attend the alumni basketball game, is encouraged to send donations to the
Daniel Boone chapter of the American Red Cross in Room 100 of the
Madison County Courthouse.

Ha
In •jjrour
' AAA RENT-A-SPACE

has what you need.

MARTIN'S
451 BIG HILL AVE. 624-3531
TUES-THU 12-6
SAT 10-4

I

♦ l/a OFF FIRST MONTH RENT ON 5' X 5'
•8PECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS ON
BIGGER UNITS

For more wfonnation call Doug or Chris at 624-1445

i

1505 LEXINGTON RD, RICHMOND
(ACROSS FROM ARLINGTON)

T-SHIRTS* SWEATSHIRTS* CAPS
SEW ON LETTERS • GLASSWARE
THOUSANDS OF OTHER PRODUCTS

624-2724 or 1-800-OROER-DT

GO
EKU1
'Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices'

ATTENTION

Welcome Hack Graduates!!!
205 Water Street
.
Downtown Richmond ^ 210 St. George Street
623-6244
624-4268

1?

Authorized Sola* Guard Dealer

fansx

1

There'8 a New Dog in Town

JACK CONEYS

QLRlLmQIUl

Professional Window Tinting
8 Years of Experience
Free Estimates
Home: 606-625-1859
Improves Privacy
Mobile: 606-544-3280
Hides items inside your car
Protects your interior from sun's damaging rays

All Beef Chili and Cheese Dogs
Quality BBQ
A&W Root Beer in Ice Cold Frosty Mugs

Mon. - Fri. 10:30 - 10, Sat. 11-8
Try It At 242 South 2nd Street
623-8967

T_

r

sa-
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1993 HOMECOMING PARADE FLOATS
Entry #
1.

This Magic Moment", Baptist Student Union

2.

"Walt Disney", Sigma Chi, Kappa Delta

3.

"Magic Hat", Pi Kappa Alpha, Kappa Alpha Theta

4.

"Fantasia", Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Beta Phi

5.
6.

"Alumni Magic", Chi Omega, Kappa Alpha, Phi
Delta Theta
"Colonels' Magic Touch", Theta Chi, Delta Zeta

7.

"Make a wish, it's magic", Christian Connection

8.

"Do you believe in magic", Alpha Omicron Pi, Beta
Theta Pi

9.

"Aladdin's Lamp: Let's pull a win out against
Tennessee Tech", Horticulture Club, Delta Tau
Alpha, Soil Conservation Society

10.

"Magic Moments with the Colonels", Alpha
Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa Tau

11.

"It will be a Magic Moment in time when the
.Colonels stand alone', Alpha Delta Pi, Sigma Pi

Pro Muffler & Tire Center
PROFESSIONAL EXHAUSTERS"

PiograssAJAY ANGEL

Senior Special Education major Donna Phelpt spreads glue on e banner tor the Baptist Student
Union's float Tuesday night Student organizations worked on the floats tor Saturday's parade at
the Btuegraas Army Depot

FLAME-BROILED WHOPPEFTAT
A PRICE THAT WONT BURN A
HOLE IN YOUR
POCKET.
WHOPPER

East Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

624-2100
*15 Years of experience in the same location*

GO COLONELS
Is the Cost of
Higher Education
cramping your life style?
•
•
•
•

Double digit tuition increases
Worried about repaying loans
Federal Financial Aid not meeting your needs
Required to work full time to be a part-time
student

For information on privately funded scholarships contact:

All Day, Everyday!

990

470 Eastern By-Pass 623-8353
Otter good only at Richmond Butg*r King.
No coupons accapfrd with this ollar.

Scholarship Research Services
P.O. Box 4035
Pittsburg, KS 66762
We match interests, skills and abilities with scholarships.
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Silver ^f Star
RICHMOND'S FINEST COUNTRY NIGHT LIFE

$1.25
NATURAL LITE

BLOOMIN
ONION $2.75

COME IN BEFORE OR AFTER THE GAME
HAPPY HOUR FROM 4 TO 7
UNDER NEW RESTAURANT MANAGMENT

JD glOTTIimg MOLL
I PARTY ON OUR MONSTROUS
10* WINGS & 500 HAMBURGERS

$3.00 PITCHERS

Good Luck: Colonels!

V

624-8742

Shoppers Village (next lo Super I Foods)

Back row, left 10 right: Carolyn Hensley, Connie Brummen, Linda Mize.
Stephanie Griffey. Terri McCuire. Front row: Barbara Bradley. Jean Roe.
Betty Lou Prewitt. Absent from photo: Larry Embs.

j Guys & Girls Wet Cuts $7
Must present coupon. Offer expires 11-21-93.
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Emergency vehicles ready to roll
even while part of parade
By Brett Dunlap
Assistant news editor
Like every year before, fire trucks
and othei emergency vehicles will
be used lo carry school children in
Eastern's Homecoming parade this
Saturday.
But have yon ever wondered what
would happen if a fire truck or an
ambulance was needed for an emergency, but it was being used in a
parade?
What about the kids it is carrying? Whsi if ii is stuck behind some
other flows in the parade? What do
these vehicles need to do if they are
needed?
Charles DeBord, police chief of
Richmond, said if these vehicles are
needed, they would remove any passengers riding on the vehicle then
proceed to the next open intersection, where they would leave the
parade and head to the emergency.
"However, there are usually a significant number of emergency vehicles back at the home base lo cover
any problems that arise," he said

Bat what if the parade route is the
shortest route to the emergency? Will
the emergency vehicles have to find
an alternate route to avoid the parade?
DeBord said emergency vehicles
always will have the right-of- way,
even during a parade.
There will be officers patrolling
every intersection with radios,"
DeBord said. "If an emergency
arises, they will be instructed on the
situation then they will clear the
area, getting people out of the road
and off to the side so the emergency
vehicles can get through"
He said once they are through, the
parade would continue as scheduled.
DeBord doesn't expect any problems to arise. There has always been
a good turnout for the parade, and
there has never been a time he remembers when an emergency vehicle had to leave the parade or the
Progrsss/JIM QUK3GINS
parade had to be interrupt for an
emergency.
Sgt. Dennis B. Hacker
If there is, he said they will be orchestrates parede units.
ready.

624-8600
FAST FREE DELIVERY
BEST DEALS ON CAMPUS
FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

ONE 14"
LARGE

ONE 14"
LARGE

Mb,

(ONE TOPPING)

PLUS TAX

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

Mi

ONE 18"
A MONSTER
(CHEESE)

$8.98
PLUS TAX

laaLafcA,

(TWO TOPPINGS)

$5.98
PLUS TAX

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

m*

LIMITED TIME ONLY

ANY TWO LARGE

SUBS AND TWO $7 98
LARGE DRINKS

™**
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EKU show choir to perform at Renfro Valley Sunday
Show will feature
country songs
poifouiMXl by
professional and
amateur groups
By Chad Williamson
Accent editor
As part of this weekend's Homecoming activities the department of
music's Show Choir will be holding the first EKU Country Showcase Benefit Concert in conjunction with the Renfro Valley Barn
Dance.
The Show Choir will be performing its blend of music and choreography along with the Renfro Valley
Jamboree cast, as well as performing separately as pan of a triple bill
at the Renfro Valley Dance Bam
Sunday at 3 p.m.
"We're very happy to be pan of
it," said Show Choir director Rob
EKU «• photo Lawrence.
The Shew Choir will be performThe department ol music'* Show Choir will perform at the Renfro Valley Dane* Barn Sunday:

ing a country showcase, including a
medley of such country music classics as "Rocky Top" and "16 Tons."
For the finale they will perform
"Meet in the Middle" with the Jamboree.
"We're excited about it."
Lawrence said. "We 're hoping for a
sold-out crowd. It'll be a lot of fun."
Lawrence said that it is rare for a
professional group to perform with
an amateur group, but he hopes the
department of music will be able to
have other opportunities with
Renfro Valley.
"We are hoping to expand with
more joint performances," he said.
Also appearing will be Carl
Hurley, "America's Funniest Professor," a former Eastern professor
who is now a louring comedian.
Tickets are $10 for adults and S3
for students and may be purchased
through Renfro Valley (1 -800-765 7464 or 256-2664) or the EKU office of alumni affairs (622-1260 or
1-800-262-7493. ext. 1260).
Proceeds from the event will go
to the university of musk scholarship fund.

Shouldn't your eyeglasses
enhance your eyes?
We know our job is to correct your
vision. We also believe a big part
of our job is to help you find the
perfect glasses to highlight
your eyes and your face!

m

Optometrists
Dr. W.R. Isaacs, Dr. C.L. Davis,
Dr. W.T. Reynolds and Dr. M.F. Hayes
«««.*»»»

228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.

623-3358

Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

m

Insurance Welcome
All Brands of Contacts
Medical Cards
Soft & Semi-Soft
Credit Terms
Permalens
Available
Bifocal Contacts
Member of Kentucky Optometric Association
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Large
One Item

Medium
One Item

$4.99

$3.99

Good One Week Only.

Good One Week Only.

Expires 8-26-93

Expires 8-26-93
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